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Cranborne Industrial Estate, 
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN
Telephone: 01707 607700 

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road 
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU

Tel: 01423 881800 

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury. 
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ
Telephone : 0121 544 0011

www.minispares.com
Visit the official MiniSpares.com website for pictures,
downloads, catalogues, current prices & special deals
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Now
Open!

Shop on-line at www.minispares.com - or order by phone 01707 607700

Brightwork
When it comes to being bright, Mini Spares Ltd really is, with its range of Mini brightwork and less-drag wiper blades that really clear the screen. Pianoforte Supplies in Northampton made almost every body finishing
part for the Mini but by 1979 it had scrapped the tooling for many Mk1 parts, including grilles, before its total closure many years later.  Mini Spares once again came to the rescue and with some original drawings
and foresight. The company ended up making all the parts required to keep these cars looking correct even before Rover’s closure  or the retro-look trend started. Nearly all the trim, mouldings, grilles, grille surrounds,
stainless steel bumpers and overiders from 1959-2000 are now made from Mini Spares’ own tooling. A large range of aftermarket  bumpers are also stocked,  (but with the exception of any Clubman rear bumpers,
which are unfortunately no longer available). The quality of Mini Spares’ UK made parts was so good many of the parts for post 1990 Minis were supplied to Rover itself!

Power Unit
Mini Spares is one of the few companies investing in major engine and transmission parts to keep standard and performance Minis running. This is a large financial and time investment, which is totally beyond the
money-making copycats manufacturing the most commonly required parts. Mini Spares offers a range of specialist and upgraded gaskets along with most engine and transmission parts - even the less commonly
requested ones;  baulk rings that actually function correctly, made to original drawings and design, helical and straight cut gears including primary and idler gears for most popular requirements, 5-speed gearboxes
available in both straight-cut and helical versions and much more. In fact almost every motive part your Mini could ever need.

The World’s Largest Suppliers of Spares for the Mini
Mini Spares started in Southgate London N11 in 1975, before moving to Potters Bar in 1999 and since then has developed into a world leading company with an annual turnover in
excess of £15 million and over 50 staff with the best expertise and knowledge of their product in the business. Despite its size today, as ever,  the company’s emphasis is still on
quality, prices and customer satisfaction. A most varied set of skills, but the common denominator is that all the staff are passionate about MInis, whether it be racing, driving, rebuilding
or just owning them. We all love them, which is why you’ll find the heart in the middle of our logo.

Unmatched buying power 
Mini Spares’ buying power allows it to pass on huge savings to its customers, which in turn also allows it to buy the huge quantities of stock required by original
suppliers to make the production runs viable.  This has helped to once again produce products such as AP brake and clutch parts from 
the original tooling that was used for cars on the production line, although some technical changes may have been dictated by modern EEC legislation.

www.minispares.com

Rubber Parts
Fed up with rubber parts not fitting properly or failing? Try Mini Spares products, as over 80% of their seals are made from Mini Spares tooling. Since the demise of the original tooling at St Albans Rubber for Mk 1/2
seals, Silent Channel and Standard Products for door channels/seals and Schlegel /BTR for later door seals Mini Spares has procured or has its own tooling made and produces products to the original or improved
specifications. The 60 year old sponge honeycomb (air bubble) with an outer skin type of design as used by BMC for many of their models and of course MK1 door/boot and rear side window seals can no longer be
produced, but the Mini Spares’ alternatives fit perfectly when properly installed. All of the MK1/2 door sliding window channels and chrome runners are also made from Mini Spares’ own tooling.

Since the demise of Rover and Unipart as the original suppliers many parts are still packaged as ‘genuine’ by the companies
who obtained their rights and stock. Some parts are old stock or from original suppliers, but some are re-sourced. Many parts
are not what they used to be and the words “making profit only” comes to mind when all the expertise in parts quality is
scarce. Mini Spares once again comes to the rescue by examining these parts and deciding what to stock and what to reject.
Mini Spares tries to be completely transparent by giving verbal or web descriptions. That is why they are the Number One
supplier and website for Mini owners buying parts or seeking information from highly knowledgable staff.
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Safety Critical Parts - Many parts are copied - but not to Mini Spares standards!
Beware of poor quality swivel pins, track rod ends, brake hoses, wheel bearings and cv joints all being imported from the Far East as they are safety critical parts. There have been many sad reports of failure but be
assured Mini Spares Ltd parts are all the best quality and price available. Mini Spares own swivel pins have been supplied and boxed by both Rover and Unipart  since the demise of the original part. Brake parts including
hoses are from original AP braking supplies and tried and trusted non genuine parts are also available.
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Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are printing - check website for up-to-date prices.                          All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

May magazine – 1st April
June magazine – 1st May
July magazine – 1st June

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Ian Hitchman 
20 Meadowfield Road, Barnby Dun,  
Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN3 1LN 
01302 883550 (H) 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Sarah Monk 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
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2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
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20 Batchelor Green, Southampton, Hants. SO31 8FJ  
02380 560073 (H) 
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OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org
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Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org
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(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper
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Peter Baldwin
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Ron Crellin
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Insurance Services
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                    for your pride & joy                                        for your pride & joy
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Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.
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INSURANCE FOR  
MINI COOPER REGISTER 
ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and 
members against a variety of claims. The key area it covers is 
‘Public Liability’ and this means accidental injury to or damage to 
the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at 
shows where we run a stand. There are an increasing number of 
shows featuring the Mini or classic cars generally which we are 
planning to attend with Committee-organised stands, plus many 
regions already attend local shows, and there may be others that 
we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a 
member of the public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the 
ambulance-chasing practices of many legal advisers today, makes a 
claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only 
offer that protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini 
Cooper Register presence. If the stand organizer lets me know 
(address, phone number and e-mail address at the front of the 
magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the 
event without prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers 
risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor 
and me at the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, 
and you and your organising team are covered by insurance.

Ian Hitchman
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card 
at the following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card.  
01242 609598 bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available 
to Mini Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old  
01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK  
01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337 
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.
co.uk 07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777  
or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B. 
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 
01903 715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex 
JCW chief technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk  
01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk. 
Tel. 01189 485132

Missing 
Magazines
Sometimes magazines  
go astray.

If your magazine does not 
arrive by the middle of  
the month

contact Sarah at Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do 
not have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT -  
PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be 
received by the 1st of the 
month for the following 
month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the 
magazine sent by email, 
so if you do not receive 
an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I 
have not received it. Please 
telephone me after a day 
or so to check if you do not 
hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer 
the membership -  

see details on page 4. 
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EDITORIAL
Some of you may already be aware, 

but for those members that aren’t, 
I am really pleased to tell you that 
CooperWorld has been shortlisted 
for the award of Outstanding Club 
Magazine in the National Car Club 
Awards 2018, in association with the 
Practical Classics Classic Car and 
Restoration Show, which is on over the 
weekend of the 24th to 25th March 
at the NEC in Birmingham. I shall be 
attending the awards ceremony as it 
is being held at the show, to see if we 

might have won this award. So, by the time you receive this issue of 
CooperWorld we will know the result and will either be celebrating 
winning the award or drowning our sorrows if not – hopefully it will 
be the former, fingers crossed!

Turning now to what we have in this issue of CooperWorld for you, I 
am pleased to say that Peter Barker has been kind enough to write an 
article about this year’s 21st Monte Carlo Rallye Historique. What’s 
more, Peter actually also participated in the rally too, but sadly not in 
a Mini as he has done so in previous years. He has broken allegiances 
this year and competed in a Triumph TR4 Works replica! However, 
please don’t be put off by this, as his coverage of the rally is focused 
on some of the Minis that participate in this now high profile rally.

On top of that I don’t quite know how Peter has also managed to fit in 
and write his next ‘interview with’ article of the series we have now 
been running over a number of issues. In this month’s issue Peter’s 
former Abingdon Competitions veteran interviewee is no less than 

the incomparable navigator Ron Crellin. Read Peter’s article and get 
an insight into Ron’s great rallying career.

Then our regular contributor and roving reporter Cliff Porter has 
been out and about again. This time he went along to Race Retro 
held at the National Agricultural Centre in Warwickshire. This show 
has a nice mixture of static displays of mostly competition cars, 
together with all the usual attractions you would expect at a classic 
car show. However, its attraction for many that go is that it also has 
action-packed rally stage demonstrations too. I will leave it there 
so that I do not steal the thunder from Cliff, and urge you to have a 
read of his article in the Events section of the magazine.

I hope that many of you have enjoyed reading Richard Pengelly’s 
series of articles over the last five issues in the Technical Topics 
section of the magazine. Well, Richard has now got to the end of his 
series called ‘All about engines’ with part six, in which he looks into 
ways of reducing engine power losses through both cheap and fairly 
straight forward fixes, as well as more involved and expensive ones 
that are often only undertaken by the serious Mini racing fraternity. 
But don’t fret; Richard is already putting together more articles on 
other technical topics for future issues.

Finally, I don’t often direct you to read the Chairman’s Chat but on 
this occasion I thought I would as Robert has some great news to 
impart so I will leave it for you to find out what that might be

Paul Sulma 



collection is better than at Gaydon (discounting the three Monte 
winners they have) and it is set to grow. So, their interest in classic 
Mini is definitely part of their philosophy and their Archive has many 
books and publications together with many photos of the classic Mini. 

We left them, after an interesting visit to the BMW factory, with a list 
of suggestions of how we collectively thought that they could improve 
matters for the classic Mini fraternity. This included better ways of 
communicating and levels of cooperation and support for shows and 
land mark events. The problem of getting MINI dealers interested and 
cooperating with classic Mini is however something, as I discovered, 
difficult, as they have no contractual control over such things. However, 
they did undertake to inform and encourage MINI dealers on the 
benefits of supporting us in any ways they could. For those with MINIS, 
they gave a firm undertaking to continue to supply parts for R50 and 
R53 way past their standard obligation. I hope over time some of our 
suggestions bear fruit and that both MINI and the classic Mini world see 
a continual improvement with relations between us. Certainly from the 
evidence I have seen, BMW are very keen to support and encourage us 
in any way they can. Long may it continue and flourish.

We close this month on a sad note with the passing, after a heroic 
battle with cancer, of Lesley Bethel. Her husband, Geoff Bethel, 

has been a member of the MCR since the very start and both he and 
Lesley have been very supportive members the West Midlands region, 
which they ran for four years and where they also ran the NEC Classic 
Car show for the club. They also used to organise runs for both the 
region and the club. We always caught up with them at the Club’s 
Bournemouth weekend and they were great to spend time with 
socially. Lesley was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2013 and after 
initial treatment was recovering well until relapsing with lung cancer. 
Undaunted, Geoff and Lesley planned their future and had entered the 
club’s Minis to the Alps run for this September. Sadly, around Christmas 
time Lesley deteriorated rapidly and went into the Mary Steven Hospice 
where she lost her long battle in February. Our condolences go to 
Geoff and their two children, Matt and Lucy. Geoff and Lesley had been 
married for nearly 41 years and had known each other for close to fifty 
years. With over 160 attending Lesley’s funeral, this was a mark of her 
popularity. She will be sadly missed.

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

For those with keen eyes, you may well 
have noticed an additional logo on the 

front cover of this issue of CooperWorld. 
I am pleased to announce that from the 

1st March, Mini Sport have become a 
sponsor of the Mini Cooper Register and 
they join forces with Carole Nash who 
are continuing to offer their financial 
support of the club too. 

Both Mini Sport and Carole Nash are 
delighted to share the stage together 
and we hope this arrangement can 

continue for many years to come. However, we always look 
at sponsorship as a two way street and whilst we have always 
encouraged club members to insure with Carole Nash, as they 
do offer preferential rates for the club, I’d also urge you to give 
Mini Sport a try when sourcing parts for your car. They too will 
be offering preferential discount rates, which are exclusive to 
MCR members. You will need to give them your membership 
number when ordering and once verified you will receive the club’s 
preferential discount rate. They will of course have their usual large 
trade area at Beaulieu and will now have a larger visible presence. 

The additional sponsorship has meant the increase costs we find 
ourselves facing in running the club should not impact on the 
subscription level we have to charge to make ends meet. It also means 
that we may be able to consider expanding the number of pages within 
CooperWorld without breaking the bank. This only leaves me to 
welcome Mini Sport and thank Chris Harper for his continued support 
of the club and for agreeing to become a club sponsor. 

To my surprise I was recently invited by BMW MINI to attend 
a ‘workshop’ in Munich with the aim of sharing of ideas and 

discussions to determine potential ways to cooperate with MINI in the 
future. This was attended by – and I quote MINI here: ‘ten international 
key opinion leaders from Mini Clubs and Community Networks’. So it 
was that I travelled to Munich to join nine other delegates from Italy, 
The Netherlands, Lithuania, Sweden, Germany and Turkey plus three 
others from the UK, one of whom was Charlie Cooper, our President's 
son. Over the two days we had lively discussion of where it was felt 
historically at least, BMW had once lost their way with classic Mini 
owners. They were exceedingly keen to be seen as supportive, friendly 
and inclusive with the classic Mini and I genuinely believe they will be 
doing everything they can to achieve their aims. 

Their interest in classic Mini cannot be understated, as a visit to 
their Archive and Classic collection of cars will attest. They have a 
lovely collection of Minis including a Works Mini (JBL 493D) and the 
Longman 1275 GT race car, together with some lovely examples of 
land mark cars plus a delightful Cherry red 1959 Mini. Their Mini 
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The collective delegates plus BMW MINI 
hosts at the BMW museum in Munich

We welcome the following new members  
who joined during February

NEW MEMBERS

Gary Hoskins, Potton, Bedfordshire

Stewart Ellis, Abergele, Denbighshire

John Smith, Mirfield, West Yorkshire

Verity & Robert Williams, Morpeth, Northumberland

Howard Loftus, Sheffield, South Yorkshire

Ian Hucker, Shoeburyness, Essex

Juan Munoz, Fraijanes, Guatemala

Nick Wright, Stoke On Trent, Staffordshire

Louis Morris, Texas, USA

Alex & J Kenny, Ashby de la zouch, Leicestershire

Roger Luscher, Oftringen, Aargau, Switzerland



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 
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2018



The Ham Sandwich Run for 2018 will be held on Sunday the 19th 
August, and registration for it is now open. It will be £30 per car 
including entry to the attraction visit for driver and navigator. Don’t miss 
out as spaces are limited. 

I am looking forward to all the Drive it day pictures and reports for the 
May edition of CooperWorld.

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
Tel: events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

T he club still has a few tickets for the 
LSMOC London to Brighton Mini run 

again which is taking place on the 20th 
May. Contact me via email or telephone 
for further details.

We have dates for the three Mini festivals, 
Brands Hatch will take palce on the 
weekend of the 25th and 26th August, 
Oulton Park the 21st July and Snetterton 
on the weekend of the 12th and 13th May. 
We will have a club stand hosted by the 
Kent gang at Brands Hatch and tickets are 
available from http://www.mini-festival.
co.uk/. Tickets for Brands are available at a 

reduced rate select if you select the Mini Cooper Register in the dropdown. 
Also let me know if you are coming so that I know to expect you! Hopefully, 
the local regions nearest to the other tracks will do the same. 

Thank you to John Price for co-ordinating the Silverstone Classic on 
the weekend of the 20th to 22nd July. Attendance at this event is likely 
to be just the one day so for further information please contact John at 
SC_15@icloud.com 

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key

Bold = National MCR event or Club stand  
Italics = Regional MCR event/attendance

April 2018

Event: Spring Action Day 
Date: 7th April 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: Pride of Longbridge 
Date: 14th April 
Location: Cofton Park, Low Hill lane, Longbridge, B31 2BQ 
Contact: prideoflongbridge2006@gmail.com

Event: Lincoln BIG Mini Day 
Date: 15th April 
Location: Brayford Waterfront, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
Contact: Mike Bilton mjbilko@tiscali.co.uk

Event: Warwickshire region Spring Run 
Date: 29th April 
Location: Warwickshire 
Contact: Cliff Porter cliffporter@mac.com

Event: “Drive it Day” Sunday Scramble at Bicester Heritage 
Date: 22nd April 
Location: Bicester Heritage Centre, Bicester 
Contact: Tickets are on sale via the Bicester Heritage 
website. http://bicesterheritage.co.uk/  
Club Stand Contact Colin Harrison  
colin.harrison3@ntlworld.com

Event: Drive It Day Breakfast Run 
Date: 22nd April 
Location: Kent Region – Airport Café M20 
Contact: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Event: The Classic Car Boot Sale 
Date: 28th – 29th April 
Location: Kings Cross London 
Contact: https://www.classiccarbootsale.co.uk/

May 2018

Event: Donington Historic Festival 
Date: 4th-5th-6th May 
Location: Donington 
Contact: http://www.doningtonhistoric.com/

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day 
Date: 6th May 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track day at 
Blyton Park Classic Mini’s.  
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.co.uk/
action-day.htm

Event: DEWS Classic Car Show & Classic Run 
Date: 5th-6th May 
Location: Brian Whitehead Sports Ground, Downton, Wilts 
Contact: downton@live.co.uk or Dorset Region Rep. 
Nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Event: Riveria Run 
Date: 5th-7th May 
Location: St Austell, Cornwall 
Contact: http://www.cmcrivierarun.co.uk/

Event: Himley Hall British Mini Day 
Date: 13th May  
Location: Nr Dudley, West Mildands, DY3 4DF 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: Mini at Home 
Date: 13th May  
Location: Mini Oxford 
Contact: https://www.luxemini.com/mini-at-home

Event: Mini Festival 
Date: 12th-13th May 
Location: Snetterton 
Contact: http://snetterton.mini-festival.co.uk/

Event: Minis at the Quarry 
Date: 12th May 
Location: Amberley Museum & Heritage Centre 
Contact: http://www.amberleymuseum.co.uk/

Event: IMM Portugal 
Date: 17th-23rd May 
Location: Praia de Mira, Portugal 
Contact: http://www.imm2018.pt/

Event: Beaulieu Spring Autojumble 
Date: 19th - 20th May 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Run 
Date: 20th May  
Location: Brighton 
Contact: http://www.london-to-brighton.co.uk/

June 2018

Event: Minis at Dunsfold 
Date: 2nd June  
Location: Dunsfold (Top Gear Track) 
Contact: https://minisatdunsfold.co.uk/

Event: South Hants Classic Vehicle Preservation Society 
Show and Auto Jumble  
Date: 3rd June 
Location: Queen Elizabeth Country Park 
Contact: www.shvps.org.uk 

Event: National Metro & Mini Show  
Date: 3rd June 2018 
Location: Gaydon 
Contact: https://www.britishmotormuseum.co.uk/
events/national-metro-and-mini-show

Event: MCR National Mini Cooper Day 
Date: 10th June 
Location: Beaulieu. Static show with trade stands 
and concours judging. Also includes an autojumble. 
It is open to all marques of Minis/MINI’s.  
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org 
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Event: Bromley Pageant of Motoring 
Date: 17th June 
Location: Norman Park, Bromley, Kent. Displays, 
traders, club stands, autojumble. 
Contact: www.bromleypageant.co.uk

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival 
Date: 16th-17th June  
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

Event: Really Retro Show 
Date: 24th June  
Location: Seighford Airfield, Stafford. 
Contact: http://www.reallyretroshow.com/

July 2018

Event: Minis Wipers  
Date: 7th-8th July 
Location: Ypres Belgium 
Contact: Justin Ridyard events@minicooper.org

Event: Classic Le Mans 
Date: 6th - 7th – 8th July 
Location: Le Mans, France  
Contact: http://www.lemansclassic.com/language/en/home/

Event: Festival of Speed 
Date: 12th – 15th July 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Lavender Run 
Date: NO EVENT FOR 2018 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic 
Date: 20th -22nd July  
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: John Price - SC_15@icloud.com 

Event: Mini Festival  
Date: 21st July 
Location: Oulton Park  
Contact: http://oultonpark.mini-festival.co.uk/

August 2018

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 3rd-5th August 
Location: Cambridge 
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: UTMM (Under the Mini Moon) 
Date: 4th-5th August 
Location: Westbrook Farm Touring Park, Harp Rd, 
Brent Knoll, Highbridge TA9 4HQ 
Contact: http://www.utmm.co.uk/new/

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 4th and 5th August 
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic racing 
championships and static classic car.   
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/nostalgia

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 12th August 
Location: Santa Pod Raceway, Northants 
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Coopers at Castle Combe 
Date: 18th August 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact:  GRAHAM ROBINSON  
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 
Date: 19th August 
Location: Kent 
Contact: h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 

Event: Mini Festival  
Date: 25th – 26th August 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/

September 2018

Event: Beaulieu Autojumble 
Date: 1st - 2nd September  
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 7th-9th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 16th – 17th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: TBC

Event: Minis to the Alps  
Date: 15th – 22nd September  
Location: France 
Contact: Lesley Young - membership@minicooper.org

Event: Rally Day 
Date: 22nd September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 23rd September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Mini Action Day 2018 
Date: 29th September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: OhSoRetro  
Date: 30th September 
Location: Margate, Kent. 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

October 2018

November 2018

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Motor Show 
Date: 9th 11th November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact:  http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/

January 2019

Event: Mini Cooper Register Hinton Firs Weekend 
Date: 25th to 29th January 
Location: Bournemouth  
Contact: Josh Bromage j-bromage@outlook.com

EVENTS

0843 453 9000  MINI-FESTIVAL.CO.UK
*Advance tickets available until midday  Thursday 10 May. Postage fee applies. 

Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.

ONLINE* TICKETS FROM £20   KIDS UNDER 13 FREE

SPECIAL

DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE FOR MINI 

OWNERS AND CLUBS

See website for details

  HUGE VARIETY OF MINI RACING    TRADE VILLAGE    GIANT MOVIE SCREEN  
  GRID WALK    MINI PARADES AND CLUB DISPLAYS    CAMPING 
  LIVE EVENING MUSIC    FUNZONE PLUS MORE FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT

Brought

 

to

 

you

 

by
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The MCR’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu 
Sunday 10th June 2018

I am pleased to say that our plans for our Club’s National day in June are progressing well.  

Neville Smyth has been very busy finding coachbuilt cars for the headline display this year. This display will 
be arranged along the gravel track opposite the Ex-Works and Competition cars display.

In the meantime, I am still looking for additional plastic bodied Mini derivatives to join the ones I have 
already been promised including GTM and Midas, but any other types would be nice to have in the display 
line up for variety.  

The registrars are still looking for cars to put on their respective stands too. So, if you have a car available, 
why not call them and a free ticket could be yours as well as a fairly prominent parking space.

Trade stands are being booked regularly, so there will be plenty to buy parts wise on the day. If you need to 
sell some old bits and pieces from your hoard, then why not book a trunk trade pitch. Pitches cost only £10 in 
advance or £15 on the day; but no tables or large vans are allowed, just a sheet or similar on the ground. This 
is definitely for the non-professional.  It is normally very popular and last year we were nearly oversubscribed.

There is still plenty of room for regional stands, only a few have been booked at the moment.  If your region 
is interested you can contact me via beaulieu@minicooper.org or use the form on the website. A regional 
stand is ideal for a trip out as a group and then parking together at the show amongst other regions.

The concours is still available and as I write, although a few people have entered already, there is plenty of 
room for more. As I have said previously, the concours is an opportunity to show off your car, possibly win 
a trophy and some AutoGlym goodies whilst having a parking spot right in the arena!  If you look at the 
details on the website you will see that changes have been made to the regular classes in an effort to make 
the concours more attractive to a wider group of people.  Last year we had an unprecedented number and 
this year I am hoping for a similar turnout.

Helpers are always needed for the show. If you can offer me a couple of hours of your time, I can give you a 
free ticket and some lunch vouchers as well my appreciation. 

Finally, advance tickets are available now from the ticket line. Go to www.minicooper.org and follow the 
Beaulieu link.  

For more information either contact me via beaulieu@minicooper.org or go to our website www.
minicooper.org and follow the Beaulieu link.

 Tony Salter 

Discounted Advance tickets are on sale now.

Online at www.minicooper.org 
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FOR MORE DETAILS OF THESE AND OUR FULL PRODUCT RANGE SEE OUR WEBSITE

www.swiftune.com
ORDER ON-LINE OR CONTACT OUR MAIL ORDER TEAM ON

+44 (0) 1233 850843 OR sales@swiftune.com

Exclusive supplier of Quaife
Mini Transmissions

The legendary SW5 Camshaft available 
in four different money saving kits

Exclusive Retro-style
Flywheel & Backplate

CSI Electronic
Distributors with
exclusive Swiftune

ignition curves

classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.
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Beaulieu volunteers
This year’s date for the show is the 10th June 

and, as usual, I am in need of volunteers to 
help with marshalling. There are two shifts, one 
from 8:00am to 10:30am and the later one from 

10:30am to 1:00pm. 

As you can see I only need 2 ½ hours maximum 
of your time. In return I can offer a free entry 
ticket, a meal voucher and the opportunity to 

see many of the cars that come to our show. The 
remainder of the day is your own.

Please either call me on 02380 560073 (eves 
only) or email me on beaulieu@minicooper.org 

Helpers are essential to the running of our national 
day and your help is very much appreciated. 

If you are interested in

helping your club on the day:

please call me, Tony Salter, on 02380 560073

alternatively email me on

beaulieu@minicooper.org

Trade Stands
We are now taking bookings for Trade 
Stands for this year’s National Mini Day at 
the National Motor Museum, Beaulieu, New 
Forest, Hampshire and we are pleased to say 
that the cost of stands is being held at last 
year’s level.

We are restricted on space for stands, so they will 
be allocated on a first come, first served basis. 
Early booking is therefore essential to ensure 
your place and booking must be made in advance 
as it will not possible to turn up on the day. Each 
5m x 5m trade stand will be £45 plus the cost of 
an entrance ticket per person attending. Please 
go to our website www.minicooper.org, follow 
the Beaulieu tab, to see the latest update on the 
trade stands and availability. 

 
Please email Peter Barratt  
at: email beaulieutrade@minicooper.org 

BEAULIEU CONCOURS

The booking form for the Concours 
is now available to download from our 
website www.minicooper.org and email 

it to Tony Salter at:  
beaulieu@minicooper.org

If you do not have access to a computer
call Tony Salter on 02380 560073 

and he will post you a form.

Booking in advance costs £5 per car
plus the cost of the entrance ticket.

If there are places left you may book on 
the day when it will cost £7.50

TRUNK TRADERS

We are looking for more trade stands, in 
particular Autojumble. We will have an area 
reserved for private autojumbling from a 
non Mini or MINI. This will be for a small 
cost of £10 in advance, or £15 on the day, for 
a 10ft x 10ft pitch, in addition to your 
normal entrance ticket. 

There will be no vans allowed and no 
tables. This is to allow those people who 
are simply clearing out a collection of parts 
to be contained in one area (which will be 
sign posted). This is non trade and will be 
policed as such. We hope this will give more 
prominence to those who have excess stock 
to get rid of and give buyers more choice. 

 
Pitches may be booked in advance through 
Tony Salter (02380 560073).



0800 083 6302
We share your passion for classic cars, call now for our best cover

Based on reviews from January 2017 – June 2017

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash94

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

Alicia Insurance Specialist

3 Agreed Value

3 Salvage Retention

3  UK & European breakdown and accident 
recovery, including Homestart (worth over  
£100 when compared to other providers)

3  Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

3 Up to 15% discount for club members

cherished.carolenash.com
Classic    |    Camper Van    |    Specialist    |    Military    |    Performance

“ OUR CLASSIC 
CAR INSURANCE 
COMES WITH A 
WELL POLISHED 
SERVICE”

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 9am - 7pm, Sat 9am - 5pm.   
As with all insurances, terms and conditions apply. †Based on an average customer saving 33% compared to buying three separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 51 year old male driving a 1972 MG B; a 1971 MG B 
and a 1972 MG Midget. Savings accurate as of 18 September 2017. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style 
of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

 YOU COULD 

SAVE 33%
WITH A MULTI-CLASSIC CAR POLICY†

CLASSIC CAR INSURANCE 
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Plastic Minis
Although Beaulieu this year will feature a line up of 

coach built Minis in the main arena, as I mentioned in 
last month’s issue, the alternative display in the arena 

will be of plastic bodied kit cars closely associated 
with the Mini. I have 12 places and I am looking for 

appropriate cars to form this display.

If you have a car that could be a candidate, then 
please contact me via beaulieu@minicooper.org with 

a picture of it.

Those selected will receive an entry ticket for the day. 
I already have a Midas so I am really looking for cars of 

the likes of Marcos, Jem, GTM etc.

Thanks.

Tony Salter

WANTED

Coopers at Combe
Castle Combe Race Circuit

Saturday 18th August 2018
  

Entry is limited to 15 cars and places are available on 
a first come first served basis, so book early to avoid 
disappointment by contacting Graham E Robinson and 
also for further details. 
This is a very popular event with members. Usually, 
only five cars are allowed out on to the track at once 
making it safer than other Mini track days at this circuit. 
Club members are welcome to spectate on the day and 
admission is free. 

80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex,  
SS3 0HW 01702 219298  

graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com 

I am again offering my services ably supported by the 
Warwickshire Region to organise our usual brilliant 
stand at Stanford Hall MiniFest on 23rd September.

It will be on a first come first served basis for what 
will again be a marvellous midlands show. The 
advance ticket price of £8 for exhibitors will be 
available up to Monday September 3rd and will 
include a display pass for one car.

Please contact me initially so that I can log who is 
interested and with what Mini/MINI variant you will 
be displaying. I will then email or post out a pro-
forma to fill out and return to me with a stamped 
addressed envelope along with a cheque for £8 
made out to the Mini Cooper Register.

My address is: Mr J Filor, 199 Grange Drive,Melton 
Mowbray, Leicestershire,LE13 1EL.
Phone number: 01664566614.  
Email: jfilor@talktalk.net
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Race Retro show icicle! 
By Cliff Porter

EVENTS

The Race Retro Show at the National Agricultural Exhibition 
Centre; that is the NAEC and not the NEC, but a couple of 

club members from the Herts & North London region who I have 
known for a long time, missed passage control ‘A’ so for them 
it was their first fail as they reached the NEC in Birmingham! 
They then realised that they had to drive south to the NAEC in 
Stoneleigh. No names mentioned but you know who you are! 
Good to see you both at this show eventually and hope ‘home” 
was the correct location on your GPS and you had no more “Turn 
around when possible” instructions. Show events are a great place 
to meet up with members and friends who have taken part in MCR 
events over the years.  Many are often seen thumbing through old 
photographs of Minis or haggling over the price of a NOS item on 
an autojumble stand.

My main reason for attending the show is to watch and photograph the 
cars on the Rally Stage on the Saturday but when I arrived quite early 
on Friday morning, the show was very quiet with fewer exhibitors but 
plenty of displays including the MotorSport Hall of Fame which had 
a great display of cars and motorbikes.  By early afternoon it had got 
busier. Only three Minis were taking part in the Rallying with Group B 
stage display this year.  

It was good to see three Minis being used to publicise rally events.  On 
the Fuchs stand the Harris/Suter Mini was displaying No. 1 to publicise 
their sponsorship of the MSA British Historic Rally Championship.  The 
other Mini was the ‘Mini Girls Rally Team’ Rover Mini Cooper on the 
Castle Combe Circuit stand publicising RallyDay 2018 which takes 
place on Saturday 22nd September, the day before the Stanford Hall 
event where a club stand is being organised by Jerry Filor on behalf 
of the Warwickshire region.  Another Mini, registered 528 EMO, was 
prominently displayed on the Rallying with Group B stand which I 
understand was prepared in the 1990’s with help from Paddy Hopkirk 
for classic rallies of the era.

Friday is probably the best day for meeting up with fellow enthusiasts 
and I was not disappointed as I soon encountered local members 
from the Warwickshire region plus friends from other regions.  Paddy 
Hopkirk was being interviewed on the MotorSport Live Stage. Basil 
Wales and Stuart Turner were seen making their way to the Ecurie 
Cod Fillet meeting which is a regular feature of the show.  I didn’t see 
Barrie Williams who has announced that he is hanging up his overalls, 
helmet and gloves; was this because they are beyond their MSA best 
before date?  Updated MSA yearbook regulations regarding servicing 
of extinguisher systems have caused a great deal of comment on social 
media so as I walked around the autojumble hall I could not help 
smiling when I saw a few extinguishers for sale! 

Nigel Feeny’s MINI Clubman WRC rally car in actionPatrick Walker at full throttle

Not the ‘177’ rally car we all know but for sale 
in the Silverstone Competition Car auction      

Fuchs stand the Harris/Suter Mini displaying No. 1 to publicise their 
sponsorship of the MSA British Historic Rally Championship
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EVENTS

On the subject of carrying fire extinguishers, I have a memory as a 
teenager driver following a competitor towing his Mini on a trailer; it 
was on fire. As it was on a dual carriageway I overtook him and slowed 
him down. Our biggest joint regret was that neither of us had an 
extinguisher to put the fire out. Since that day I have always carried an 
extinguisher in my cars.  Luckily, I have not needed to use one but do 
believe they should be fit for purpose.

For those who doubt the need to date serviced extinguisher equipment, 
think about what happened as John Partridge who was running his Lancia 
Integrale before attending Race Retro where it was to be driven by Miki 
Biaision. The live battery cable disconnected and fractured the fuel pipe 
causing a fire. John did not hesitate to activate the cut out switch and 
plumbed in extinguisher system. But it did not kill all of the fames so he 
used the hand held unit which he had purchased the previous day and 
fitted the night before. It did the trick.

On Friday, Silverstone Auctions held their Competition car sale which 
included a Mini Cooper with the number 177 on white door panels.  No 
not ‘The177’ but a green with white roof rally car which took part in 
competitive events in the second half of the 1990s. It sold for £46,690 – 
yes that is the correct figure.

I got up early on Saturday to attend the organisers’ stage photographer 
briefing at 9:15am to ensure that the tabard users were aware that rally 
cars may be unpredictable and the unexpected may happen!  It did very 
near me when I was not looking but fortunately in a safe place when I 
saw a wheel rolling across the grass after becoming detached from a car. 

The rest of the morning was spent on the Rally Stage taking lots of 
photos but as I have said earlier, not many Minis were taking part.  
But, there was plenty of action in the paddock. It was also very, very, 
very, very cold after 3 hours of constant action on the stage with 
a great variety of competition vehicles.  It was good to see Patrick 
Walker in 977 ARX and also the Nigel Feeney’s MINI Clubman WRC. 
The little and large of the Mini rallying legend which has been around 
since 1959.

I had intended to hand back my track tabard and miss the afternoon 
stages but I got involved with helping John and Jim Partridge sort a 
wiring problem on their car. It turned out to be a broken wire on the fan 
housing which was not repairable. A replacement fan was soon found in 
the autojumble hall and fitted.  I then followed them to the stage as I had 
not taken any action shots of their car this year and still haven’t.

When I arrived at the start, Derek Wilkins was looking glum as the 
VW Golf GTi which developed a mysterious fault on his first run in the 
morning session, had the same thing happen in the afternoon session 
when Nick was driving.  He had been parked up on the outfield for 
some time trying hard to find the fault while the runs continued. The car 
was towed back to the assembly area. With Nigel Chetwynd’s help, we 
pushed the car back to the Rallying with Group B paddock for further 
investigation as to why there was no spark. This was the only VW driving 
experience for Josh on Saturday. I learned in the evening that the fault 
was a broken wire in a sensor circuit.

I had forgotten all about the Silverstone auction and in the spirit of all good 
announcements here are the results in reverse order, lowest price first.  

1964 Austin Mini Countryman S homage 1380cc - £ 22,500
1967 Mk1 Mini Cooper 998cc – buy it out of auction price £26,950 
(rhd - imported with NOVA).
1966 Morris Mini Cooper S 1071cc - £49,500

I did not go to the show on Sunday but the car went well on Sunday 
and Derek told me “Josh had plenty of runs, lots of comments on his 
smooth and quick driving style.” Pity Josh wasn’t driving a Mini but that 
might be a story for the future as the Wilkins have many Minis but not 
all running currently!  Maybe in the future all three generations could 
enter one event in different Mini variants!

Latest news from an informer came as I was composing is that the 
icicles got longer on the Sunday with fewer cars taking part on the 
stage.  Brrrrh!  But I must add that Patrick Walker was in his element 
offering many passenger rides for charity which raised a lot of money. 
Well done Patrick!

Cliff Porter

Partridge fan replacement

Countryman Cooper S homage      

528 EMO prominently displayed on the Rallying with Group B stand
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Memories of Downton - Part four
By Steve Harris
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Some of my best memories were formed during my last six months 
at Downton Engineering. However, I started my apprenticeship at 

Downton in July 1964 after a lengthy interview with Daniel and Bunty 
Richmond to convince them that I was worthy of an apprenticeship to 
work with them.

I was very relieved on my first day of work to find how very friendly 
the members of staff were plus, I already knew at least 10 people 
that worked there. So it was a smooth start to my working life at the 
Downton Engineering Works! 

My very first task was to chip away concrete bases where machinery 
had stood with a hammer and bolster. On my second day at 9.30am 
I was taken around to meet the entire workforce who required tea 
break snacks from the local corner shop known as Nelly Bealing’s. This 
became one of my daily tasks for my first year until the next apprentice 
started after me. 

In my first year I went to technical college as a day release student 
and so, with that experience, coupled with the work experience 
I was getting under my belt, I was becoming familiar with engine 
tuning and how things worked. I also made some good friends 
within the company and started helping them with their own cars as 
well as attending motoring events since at least 10 members of staff 
were competing in motorsport. Thus, there was always something 
going on and this, in its self, gave a real buzz factor when working 
at the company which in turn encouraged ideas for tuning and car 
preparation. Also during this period the Downton Engineering 
Works Social Club was formed which had about 25 staff members 
and the works Christmas dinner was the occasion when most of the 

staff attended the club along with partners or friends. Therefore, 
about 50 of us would come together which made for a very 
enjoyable event and was something that boosted the cohesion of the 
workforce. I was also lucky enough to attend the Racing Car Shows 
and the Guild of Motoring Writers events at Silverstone, where the 
journalist would compare notes for articles on the various cars being 
tested. This in turn helped to promote each marque of car. Prior 
to these sorts of events, a large feature at Downton was the great 
deal of road testing that took place to promote all the products the 
Works were involved with. At the age of sixteen I was entrusted 
to carry out some work on my own, such as removing engines and 
dismantling them for rebuilds. Learning very quickly by helping 
skilled engine builders, I soon got the hang of the various engine 
combinations so that, by the age of seventeen, I was fitting bolt 
on conversions and being taken on road tests with Daniel which I 
thoroughly enjoyed.

I was then soon transferred to the Experimental Department working 
alongside two very skilled mentors whom I had a great deal of respect 
for. This occurred just as Downton had been awarded the contract 
to supply tuning kits to BMC as well as building power units for 
the Works Racing team along with development work for BMC. In 
order to fulfil this contact commitment a new purpose built unit was 
built to house a Dyno cell/rolling road, an engine building shop and 
a workshop. Extra staff were also employed to work alongside the 
Cooper Car Co. to assist them in the preparation of their engines 
for the British and European Saloon Car Championship. Once again, 
I was lucky enough to be involved with this at the beginning. While 
the championships were underway, I was involved with development 
work and responsible for cars that were being used for articles in 

6 Cylinder 9X engine which I worked on at Downton
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motoring magazines. I continued this work right up until the end of 
my apprenticeship in 1969.

This particular year was also the year that Britax sponsored the 
Downton Cooper S which lasted for just one season, and that was 
the first and last time Downton fielded a Works car at Silverstone, as 
‘Sophie’ unfortunately got written off in practice. This incident marked 
the end of Downton’s involvement in racing with its own Works car. 
A new car was built but never raced under the Downton Works name 
and was eventually sold!

In 1971 I left Downton and entered into a partnership with two others 
but three years later in 1974, I decided to leave and return to Downton 
to manage the workshop for a while. However, when Bunty decided 
to close the business down after Daniel’s death, I was lucky enough to 
purchase most of Downton’s equipment and stock which I still use to 
this day some 43 years later. This also enabled me to support my own 
Mini Miglia race car.               
                                                                              
I have over the years also acquired stories and memorabilia from 
ex Downton personal and some of this memorabilia will be on 
display at the annual Downton Classic Show on the 5th May along 
with some original Downton cars. Some of these cars may be taking 
part in the road run on Sunday the 6th May which will take in six 
of the Downton test routes in the New Forest and surrounding 
area totalling approximately 65 miles. John McIntosh has kindly put 
together this road run.

Finally, the Downton Engineering Works Social Club is now known 
as the Downton Motor Club or DEWS for short. New Members are 
always welcome to join it and if you are interested please see the 
website: www.dewsc.org.uk  as well as for all details of Classic Show 
and road run. 

I’m sure there is still so much interest in the history of Downton and 
that it will continue for many years to come. 

Steve Harris

SAVE MONEY AND TIME

This is a reminder that you are able to 
renew your membership by Direct Debit.

You will receive a Direct Debit form with 
your renewal notification, if you have not 

already signed up to this form of payment.

Once this has been filled in and returned 
you will not have to worry about 

renewing in the future as this will be 
done automatically.

Not only is this easier and quicker but 
you will also

SAVE £3 A YEAR ON YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION!

MEMBERSHIP 
 DIRECT DEBITS

Loton Park 1st Place Trophy 1961 Hadley & District Car Club won by 
Daniel Richmond together with a selection of original car passes

My trophy 36 years later won at the same venue 
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Ron Crellin
By Peter Barker
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Beside every good rally 
driver is a good co-driver. 

Ron Crellin was one of the 
best, sitting alongside both 
Paddy Hopkirk and Tony 
Fall in their Mini days and 
subsequently. But it all started 
for Ron up in the North West 
of England.

This interview is based upon 
one carried out by me for 
MiniWorld magazine and 
published in January 2000.

‘I vividly remember my 
first event. It was a Sunday 
afternoon club rally and I 
navigated for my father in a 
1934 Austin Seven. We came 
to a series of hairpin bends 
at a place called Grindon 
in the north of England and 
we hadn’t a hope of getting 
round them. The car rolled 

over and over and when we got it back on its wheels we discovered 
that all the oil had leaked out. We managed to borrow some from 
a local farmer and carry on. We finished nowhere but I definitely 
caught the bug!

I moved to Staffordshire in the 1950s and became involved in the club 
motorsport scene. A local lad called Stuart Turner and I were the top 
navigators in the area, we just loved maps. We used to spend our free 
weekends driving round Wales looking at tracks to see if they were 
‘goers’ (if you could get a car along them) as they could be used as 
shortcuts on the next rally. I rallied with Brian Harper in a Morgan and 
Sebring Sprites and won the 1958 London Rally (held in Wales) with 
Mike Webb in a Sunbeam Rapier. Eventually, Stuart introduced me to 
the Standard Triumph Works team and I started navigating for them on 
international events.

It was also Stuart Turner who got me a drive with the BMC Sweden 
team on the 1963 RAC Rally. BMC Sweden sent over a trio of the 
best up-and-coming Scandinavians to drive Mini Coopers (Timo 
Makinen, Bengt Soderstrom and Tom Trana) and they were paired 
with British navigators. I went with Tom Trana who was absolutely 
brilliant. Erik Carlsson, the SAAB driver who had won the RAC for 
the previous three years, was really worried and kept checking our 
stage times. But we broke a driveshaft on that Newcastleton stage 
and that was that.

I assisted the BMC team in making pace notes for the following 
year’s RAC Rally. Pace notes were practically unheard of at that 
time and definitely illegal, so Stuart told me, Jack Scott and Andrew 
Hedges, to drive one of the press cars round the stages just before 
they were closed with the excuse that we were looking for good 
places to take photographs. Jack called out the corners as Andrew 
drove the stage and I made notes on carbon paper in the back. 
When we got to the end of a stage we would hand the notes to 
someone who was waiting to take them straight back to the BMC 
crews as they arrived to start the rally. That enabled the BMC cars 
to have advance knowledge of every bend on every stage and it 
helped their times no end. We tried the same trick on the Scottish 
Rally but Ian Hall, who drove for the Rootes Team, spotted us 
and we had to stop. It was typical of Stuart Turner’s imaginative 
approach to the sport though.

For the 1965 season I was asked to sit next to new boy Tony Fall who 
was being given some Works-assisted drives in Ian Appleyard’s Mini 
Cooper S. Stuart offered me £50 to do the Circuit of Ireland with Tony 
on the condition that I submit a 50 page report on Tony’s driving. I 
was only too happy to do this and it was obvious that Tony was a very 
talented driver but, unfortunately, we cracked the sump right through 
the sumpguard and had to retire. Stuart never got a word of that report 
but he already knew how good Tony was.

After that experience Tony and I were given the opportunity to take 
part in proper Works drives. One of these was the Three Cities Rally 
held in Munich, Vienna and Budapest where Stuart told us to slow 
down as we were giving Rauno Aaltonen a hard time! There was also 
the RAC Rally which went extremely well until we managed to break a 
driveshaft in the Lake District. Although we did the stage again and still 
only ended up 15th.

For the 1966 season Paddy wanted a change of co-driver and he 
and I were paired up. We did the Flowers Rally but I was rather 
nervous and messed things up by booking in early at controls. Paddy 
was very patient and we won our next event, the Austrian Alpine 
Rally, which made up for it. We then went straight to Greece to do 
the Acropolis Rally and were leading again until we were penalised 
for servicing within a control area. It happened in the middle of the 
night when Brian Moylan set up a service point within the control 
due to lack of space. Brian was worried that we’d be penalised but 
Paddy said ‘to hell with that! Do what you have to do right here.’ 
So Brian serviced the car and we carried on. At the end one of 
the other teams protested and we were given extra penalty points 
which put us down to third. It went to appeal and got a bit nasty but 
the organisers wouldn’t budge and so we stayed in third. Castrol 
made a film of the event and called it In the lap of the Gods as that 
seemed to be who was deciding things!

I stayed with Paddy for 1967 and we had a really good year, 
possibly his best. We were sixth on the Monte behind Rauno, 
second on the San Remo rally after a bit of pushing from a lorry 
and Doug Watts in a service car, and we won the Acropolis which 
avenged the disappointment of 1966. The really big win of 1967 
was the Coupe des Alpes or Alpine Rally. Paddy and I were entered 
in a Group 6 Cooper S (LRX 827E) and we were up against some 
tough opposition right from the start. The Alpine that year was 
2,300 miles long, took five days to complete and was set at a 
blisteringly fast pace all on public roads. Vic Elford in a Porsche 
911R and Gerard Larousse in his Alpine Renault A110 were the 
fancied winners and the Mini was totally outclassed in terms of 
speed. What we did have was the car’s reliability and Paddy’s 
experience to give us a chance. We practiced and made pace 
notes for every mile of the event, even on the road sections as it 
was so fast. On the rally we were seventh after the first leg but 
up to fourth by the end of the second leg as other cars retired 
because they couldn’t take the pace. Paddy was really on form 
and had conserved the car as much as he could. At the start of the 

Ron Crellin hard at work with his pace notes

An early BMC publicity 
shot of Ron Crellin
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last leg he said ‘you know we could win this’ and that’s 
exactly what we did. On the Col de Galibier in thick fog 
we actually passed the Alpine Renault of leader Gerard 
Larousse who subsequently retired when his engine blew 
up. It was a fantastic moment. We finished the rally with 
the racing tyres down to the canvass and the gearbox on its 
last legs, but we won by 10 minutes from the next car, an 
Alfa Romeo. It was the last International Rally to be won by 
a Mini Cooper S and I felt honoured to be part of it. It was 
certainly my best event, no question about it.

I did the 1968 Monte with Paddy and we came fifth but I had a 
full-time career as a surveyor to keep up and rallying was taking 
more and more time. I also had some drives with Lancia, co-
driving for Tony Fall, and BMW co-driving for Rauno Aaltonen. 
After a few years I decided to call it a day and I retired from 
international rallying.

One day (many years later) Paddy called me out of the blue 
and asked me to co-drive for him on the 1994 Monte as a 
celebration of his win 30 years earlier. I absolutely jumped 
at the chance. It was John Brigden’s idea, supported by 
Rover, and we took it very seriously. We did it just as we 
had done for BMC nearly 30 years earlier, with weeks of 
practicing and recceing the stages. We had so much media 
interest it put the rally winners in the shade! The rally went 
smoothly until the Mountain Circuit, where we had to 
retire, but we were still classified as a finisher despite being 
in the 40s. We met many of the current drivers and were 
impressed by how much quicker stage times had become 
since the Mini days. Mind you, the Toyotas had 400bhp 
compared with our 110bhp so perhaps that had something 
to do with it? It was a fantastic experience. Who would 
have thought I’d have another chance to do that kind of 
thing so late in life?’

© Peter Barker 2018 
Ron Crellin at Beaulieu by L333 EJB

Ron Crellin showing Paul Easter a photograph of him 
in GRX 309D with Den Green in the background
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A misspent life in motorsport - Stuart Turner
By Rod Chilcot

Brian Culcheth is patron to the show and is looking for 
a collection of rally cars for this year’s event. Historic 
rally cars are of interest and, of course, Ex-Works cars in 
particular. To see a preview last year’s show go to:  
www.classicsatthecastle.co.uk

If you would like to take part please contact Brian for 
further details:
Tel: 01643 863275 Mobile: 07837185254   
Email: bculcheth@aol.com

The Sherborne  
Classic Car Show, Dorset 
Sunday 15th July 2018

Stuart Turner co-drove in factory cars for 
Austin Healey, Auto Union, Alfa Romeo, 

MG, Mercedes, Saab and Triumph and 
competed on major events like the Mille 
Miglia and the Monte Carlo, Alpine, Liege 
and Tulip rallies. He was champion navigator 
for the first two years of the British Rally 
Championship and won the 1960 RAC Rally 
with Erik Carlsson in a Saab.

He became Sports Editor of Motoring 
News, where he created the MN 
Rally Championship. Then he became 

Competitions Manager at BMC during the glory days of the Mini 
Cooper wins on the Monte Carlo rallies.

He spent two years as Publicity Manager at Castrol where he began 
their motor club support programme of quizzes etc. He was on the 
organising committee and a travelling marshal on the London to 
Sydney Marathon.

He then became Competitions Manager at Ford of Britain when the 
Escort was supreme and also ran the Advanced Vehicle Operations 
factory making Escort Mexicos and RS2000s.

After a spell as Director of Public Affairs for Ford of Britain, he 
moved back into motorsport as Director of Motorsport for Ford of 
Europe where he initiated the Sierra Cosworth RS200 and the Escort 
Cosworth before retiring.

Stuart was awarded an Autosport Award in 1990 and the Prince 
Michael Award of Merit in 2009, both for services to motorsport.

He is the author of over 20 books on business and motorsport, 
including a biography of Pat Moss Carlsson called Harnessing 
Horsepower. He has also written a Haynes Manual - not on Minis or 
Escorts but on retirement, although he shows little signs of doing so 
himself as he gets many invitations to speak, usually to raise money 
for charities, and  not just in the UK but in other countries including 
America, Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Switzerland. He is the 
winner of Benedictine after Dinner Speaker of the Year Award.

Rod Chilcot
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BRYAN PURVES  
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 

T:  E:  

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include Interior Trimming and Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk  

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 

Trade Supporter
2018

bryanpurves1@gmail.com

New product. 
Jacking Point Grommets

Headlight coversWall plaqueRear seat tool roll

Rear towing eye Spot light bracket Irvin full harness seat belt Works tool bag 

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday,  
Thursday 9.00 am  
to 5.00 pm



THE ARCHIVE − Robert Young
Mini at Forty

I received three nice landmark magazines 
through the post recently from Rob 

Glenister. These were commemorative issues 
of MiniWorld, Mini Magazine and the official 
Mini45 publication that MINI produced, all of 
which date from late 1999 and marked the 
fortieth anniversary of the Classic Mini. 

MiniWorld, for their part, gave coverage 
from the Mini’s inception in1959 through to 
1999 and of course the Mini was still (just) in 
production back in 1999. The cover, not that 
appropriate I’d say, but there we are, had 

a photo of DJB93B, the Rauno Aaltonen1965 RAC Rally winning car. But 
inside, they had many pages dedicated to the achievements and history of 
the car spread over thirty pages, with some lovely period black and white 
photos and, of course, a collection of some lovely early colour photos 
promoting the Mini and the lifestyle it was portraying. The swinging 60s of 
course were much in evidence as, indeed, were the very numerous rallies 
and racing successes that the Mini achieved, with many of those associated 
with its achievements on road and track quoted and mentioned as key 
players. There was also a nice article about Christabel Carlisle who, as 
most of you will know, was a very successful race driver who took on the 
men in the early 1960s and often had the beating of them. 

This was followed by an article about Rauno Aaltonen, which having 
been written by Peter Barker, was recently rewritten and appeared in a 
recent edition of CooperWorld. It gave an insight into a lovely man and 
a brilliant driver, who was one of the key people that was instrumental in 
making the Mini a rally winner with his innovations and clever technical 
mind. It was not all joy however, as the magazine looked at the impending 
cessation of Mini production at Longbridge within the next year. With 
the end of the line - literally - just around the corner, Monty Watkins, the 
then editor, was noting that original panels were being carefully kept aside 
for use as blueprints for future use. It’s remarkable, despite the justifiable 
criticism, that a Mk1 Mini shell is available nearly eighteen years after the 
cessation of production. Indeed, a Mini bodyshell of a later incarnation 
(Mk4) has been available continuously since the demise of the production 
line at Longbridge, with that task being taken on by British Motor 
Heritage and they should be congratulated for that.

John Cooper had also written an article about BMC and how it all came 
about with the Mini and especially the Mini Cooper we know and love. He 
also kindly wrote about the wonderful day he’d spent at our National Day at 
Beaulieu that year where he was joined by Paddy Hopkirk, John Rhodes and 
Jack Daniels. He was also delighted to award the Master class concourse to 
the late Steve Smith for the restoration of his 1071 Cooper S – happy days 
indeed. John also wrote about his close alliance with Alec Issigonis, the Mini 
designer, and how with his close association with Eddie Meyer, who was 
‘the’ A series engine man and George Harriman, the main man at BMC, 
that the Mini Cooper was rubber stamped for an initial limited production 
to test the water which, as history has show turned into a world beater. All 
great men that we owe everything to for making the Mini Cooper happen. I 
should also say that John Cooper was also a great ambassador for the MCR.

To round off MiniWorld’s feature on the Mini’s 40th birthday, they 
produced a preview of the Mini40 Silverstone festivities that were 
scheduled for the 22nd and 23rd August at the Northamptonshire 
race circuit. From memory, that was indeed a big extravagant event 
that August which was attended by thousands of Mini enthusiasts.

Mini Magazine’s offering was less impressive although plentiful in pages 
that were devoted to the car’s anniversary and history. The magazine 
divided the car’s history into four logical ten year periods and gave a 
paragraph for each year noting model changes, model introduction and 
landmark events. Interestingly, they noted the UK chart topping number 
one record for the year in question. Unrelated, but interesting all the 
same I guess. The four sections covered featured cars from the period. 

I’ll pick out a few notable landmarks that relate to the Mini not the hit parade! 
• 1959 of course saw the introduction of the Morris Mini and the 

Austin Seven.
• 1960 first Mini variant, the Mini Van is launched.
• 1961 the Mini Cooper was introduced with its 997cc twin carb engine.
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Typical swinging sixties pose that promoted Mini lifestyle

John Cooper with Steve Smith at Beaulieu, 
both sadly no longer with us and much missed



• 1962 heavy warrantee claims mean bulk ring synchromesh gears 
replace cones. 

• 1963 the Cooper S was born with its 1071cc engine.
• 1964 saw Hopkirk win the Monte Carlo Rally and saw the 970 and the 

1275 Cooper S introduced. Hydrolastic suspension from September. 
• 1965, 1 million Minis produced. Warwick Banks takes British Saloon Car 

Championship and Rauno Aaltonen the European Rally Championship.
• 1966 Mini gets massive publicity for being disqualified from a 1, 2, 3 

Monte Carlo Rally win. 
• 1967 the Mk2 Mini introduced.
• 1968 Leyland takes over BMC and the company becomes British Leyland.
• 1969 The Italian Job film released and we see the Clubman, 

Clubman Estate and 1275GT appear.
• 1970 the Mk3 Cooper S is made from March.
• 1971 the Mk3 Cooper S is withdrawn in June and the Cooper tie up ends.
• 1972 sales reach 3 million but production now starts to fall.
• 1973 Mini receives a rod change gearbox straight from the Austin Allegro.
• 1974 all Minis are now fitted with larger 1½ SU carburettor.
• 1975 BL goes bust and work begins on the Mini’s replacement with 

the Metro. Austin Rover now takes control.
• 1976 First Mini limited editions launched and the Mini reaches 4 

million sales.
• 1977 Michael Edwards now runs BL.
• 1978 Longbridge spends quarter of the year closed due to strikes.
• 1979 Mini 20 introduced with just 1,000 made.
• 1980 Metro introduced as the Mini replacement.
• 1981 Metro sales harm the Mini with just 69,000 sold that year.
• 1982 the Mini Estate is dropped from the range.
• 1983 Mini Sprite launched.
• 1984 Mini 25 introduced – Mini25 held at Donington Park.
• 1985 the iconic centre speedo location in the Mini finally phased out. 
• 1986 sees Mini total production reach 5 million – but now at a low 

2,500 cars built per month.
• 1987 more limited editions produced to boost production numbers.
• 1988 Alec Issigonis dies.
• 1989 Mini 30 is produced – Rover host Mini 30 at Silverstone.
• 1990 - THE MINI COOPER IS BACK! First with the RSP then the 

mainstream.
• 1991 fuel injection introduced on Mini Cooper.
• 1992 the 998cc A series engine finally is withdrawn at nearly 30 

years of production.
• 1993 production now just 20,000 per year despite numerous 

special editions.
• 1994 BMW buys the business from British Aerospace and the Mini 

35 appears.
• 1995 sees more limited editions and the Metro becomes the Rover 100.
• 1997 leaked photos of the new MINI seen. Sportspack Mini launched.
• 1998 the end of production is destined for 2000 as new legislation 

kills the car.
• 1999 the Mini 40 as the last limited edition Mini.

Finally, we turn to the ‘Official’ Mini souvenir magazine produced by 
MINI for Mini40, which again delves into the history of the car and has 
articles on notable people of the time. We have a good article about Alex 
Moulton who designed the Minis suspension and was a great believer of the 
Hydrolastic suspension that had to wait, because of costs, to be introduced 
to the Mini. This is followed by an article all about Alec Issigonis that takes 
you through his early days and forays into motorsport, to his climb up the 
ladder and designs along the way to the Mini. No Mini history could be 
complete without reference to the Abingdon Competition Department 
and all that they achieved, especially on the famous Monte Carlo Rally. 

This is followed by a similar article on the Cooper racing team and their 
involvement and influence that John Cooper had with his company’s racing 
and that of the birth of the Mini Cooper. Last, but not least, the magazine 
covered hints and tips on restoration, how the Mini bodyshell was being 
built. And one last feature that caught my eye was on Mini model collecting. 
This featured our once Chairman Donald Farr with his collection of Mini 
models. This souvenir edition produced by Mini is a thoroughly good read 
from cover to cover and is probably the best of the three here, although 
any of them would be worth getting hold of should you wish. 

Robert Young

Don Farr with his Mini collection 
and with his then big Mini
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TECHNICAL TOPICS − All about Engines - Part 6

Reducing the losses - Competition engines

It is In this final chapter I have concentrated on the more difficult to do 
modifications or those modifications that can only be done with the 

engine out. Some of these modifications equally apply to road engines, 
but are more commonly found on competition or track engines.

Again I'm not going to delve into the best ways to increase engine 
power by 'tuning' but just concentrating on making the engine more 
efficient and reducing those losses.

Again the greater the engine speed, the greater the losses, therefore 
most of these power benefits will be more pronounced at speed. 'A' 
series competition engines regularly run at 8,000rpm these days so 
friction, windage and driveline losses can be significant. 

I have also indicated what the likely increases in power are wherever possible.

Water pump
Water pumps like cooling fans absorb power at higher speeds, at which 
point they are least effective. Water pumps are at their maximum efficiency 
at about 2,000rpm and with a larger pulley this can be increased up to 
3,500rpm. At higher speeds water pumps tend to cavitate and pump less.

To reduce power absorption and get a pump that will pump when you 
want it to an electric pump is the answer. These pumps will work better 
than the standard unit at idle and maximum engine speed. Power saving 
should be in the order of 2HP at standard engine speeds and up to 4HP 
at race engine speeds.

Lightened flywheels
Light flywheels have been around for a number of years. They do not 
add horsepower but the reduction in inertia gives better acceleration. 
The big draw back has always been deterioration in idle quality. Early 
tuned cars of mine with light flywheels and sports cams idled at anything 
between 1,000 and 2,000rpm.

I have found out since, that most of this idle speed variation was due to 
ignition points and worn distributor spindles. A heavy flywheel masks 
this erratic ignition performance. One of the benefits of electronic 
ignition is a more regular precisely timed spark, this gives a steady idle 
even with a sports cam. My SW10 camed engine with electronic ignition 
will idle at a steady 1,000- 1,200rpm with a full race light flywheel

Cold air and filters
The Mini, with its air intake at the back of the engine has a hard time 
finding cold air. Rover for all their faults produced some good air filter 
intakes and boxes on their later cars which drew in the cold air from the 
LHD side of the car when looking at the front. This is the coldest area 
of the engine compartment. 

Early twin carburettored Mini Coopers used a poor air filter box design 
that drew hot air from the exhaust manifold, which was a power zapper.

Those using open bell mouthed SU's will find the air intake temperature 
always at least 8°C above ambient. Which I established monitoring my 
car over a two year period. This is because the exhaust manifold runs at 
320 - 350°C just below the carburettor intakes. If intake temperatures 
get too high power can drop off as much as 10%

Ceramic coating of the exhaust, or insulation wrap, can reduce this 
manifold temperature. A number of current race teams ceramic coat 
their exhaust manifolds. The best option is to ceramic coat internally and 
externally. External ceramic coating is the more common option, and 
coating companies claim up to a 40% reduction in radiated heat. For 
those with open bell mouthed carburettors this could drop the air intake 
temperature to 5°C above ambient, which in turn could allow a richer 
needle to be used with a subsequent power increase of about 5HP.

Sump oil baffle
The Mini cannot be dry-sumped but fitting a sump oil baffle will increase 
performance. Rover engineers looked at this option but rejected it on the 
grounds of cost. They found that a sump baffle added 4HP at maximum 
revs, which is a good saving, however at too great a cost for Rover. A sump 
baffle will also resist the oil moving from side to side under racing conditions.

The higher speed the engine turns the greater will be the power saving, 
so take the 4HP to be within the 5,000 - 6,000 rpm speed range. When 
the BMC Competitions Department dry sumped the early racing sprites 
they saw nearly a 10HP gain in power.

Decking the head
When developing the MPI engine for Rover they always remarked they 
could get more power out of their engines at Longbridge. The answer 
lay in the height of the engine blocks. The prototype workshop always 
decked their blocks whereas production blocks were always 1-3mm high. 

Production, machined the blocks high to allow for crankshaft, 
connecting rod and piston height tolerances. Also, if there was a 
machining problem they could always re-machine the block surface 
again without scrapping the casting.

When decking a block you need to check all pistons come up to the 
same height, as this is not always the case. I have found that some re-
ground crankshafts sometimes have variable strokes, not by much but 
enough to make a difference.

Once we decked the blocks so that the piston at TDC was level with 
the block surface, we gained an extra 2Kw,(2.7HP), between 5,000 and 
6,000rpm, now that was power for nothing! 

Straight cut gearboxes
The standard Mini gearbox uses helical cut gears, for strength, long life 
and quietness. The down side of this is that the helical gears impose a 
side thrust, which generates friction, and increasing power loss through 
the transmission.

By Richard Pengelly
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Power loss between crankshaft and drive shafts on a standard helical 
cut Rover Mini gearbox is about 30%. When Alex Issigonis designed 
the East West Mini engine layout he was a pioneer, and the resultant 
design did the job but it was not the most efficient transmission. Power 
loss on conventional North South rear wheel drive vehicles is in the 
order of 5%. It took further development of the East West engine 
layout to refine the transmission layout and reduce these power losses.

Straight cut drop gears and transmission gears are the way to reduce 
transmission losses by eliminating gear side thrusts. However, their 
big drawback for a road car is noise. For all but competition cars the 
transmission noise from straight cut gears is just too much for long 
distance driving. However, having said that, some owners enjoy the 
sound they make.

Straight cut gears have a shorter gear tooth length than their helical 
equivalent, which means they are more highly stressed. Under race 
conditions this means a straight cut gearbox will need a rebuild every 
two seasons or so, and a rebuild may include new gear clusters.

The big benefit of straight cut gears is the reduction in power loss. A good 
straight cut gearbox will reduce losses between crankshaft and driveshaft 
to about 15%, meaning this is a must modification for any competition car.

Crankcase pressure
All ‘A’ series engines incorporated some way of venting pressure that 
built up in the crankcase. Sometimes this was a vent in the rocker 
box, valve chest (older engines), clutch housing, or in the camshaft 
drive box. Usually the vent was into the inlet system. On race engines 
extra ventilation is usually incorporated venting to oil catch tanks 
from the rocker box, crankcase and clutch housing. However, for 
those using speeds of up to 8,000rpm something more is required.

Forged pistons have a different rate of expansion to cast pistons, and 
hence generate more blow bye. Blow bye is also more of a problem 
at these higher engine speeds.

David Vizard had a chapter on blow bye and at that time, which is 
some 20 years ago now, recommended venting the engine via the 
exhaust system. However, development has now moved on since 
David’s book and the more common way to vent crankcase pressure 
is to use a small pump controlled to give a steady crankcase vacuum. 
If an engine is dry-sumped then the vacuum pump is controlled to 
slightly over recover. However, with a Mini if a pump is incorporated 
in the crankcase vent, than just a small negative pressure will be all 
that's required to give results.

Just a word of caution, this type of modification should only be 
carried out on competition engines. Change the crankcase venting 
system on a road engine can change the mixture, which will affect the 
emissions, and that may give you problems with the MOT man.

Maintaining the crankcase at a slight vacuum will give a power 
increase in the order of 2-3% at maximum engine speed. 

Conclusion
Competition engines by their very nature run most of their time 
between the maximum torque and maximum power speed range. 
Any of the topics above will increase power in proportion to the 
engine revs. So, the faster the engine spins the more air it breaths, 
the more effect drag has, etc.

Most of these suggestions are well known and have been around for some 
years, but the power gains are not often quantified and it is always nice 
to understand how much power increase is possible per pound spent. All 
figures quoted are from actual test programs I have been involved with or 
actual experiments carried out by Rover at some time or other.
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21st Rallye Monte Carlo Historique - The Mini results
By Peter Barker

After four days (five for Glasgow starters) and two nights at the wheel, 
surviving competitors reached Monaco for the last time early in the 
morning of 7th February, having driven 15 competitive regularity stages 
over tortuous mountain roads plus all that road distance. A formidable 
challenge in such a small car, but one that has attracted competitors in 
practically each year of the 21 years this event has now been running.

Heavy snowfalls during the month preceding the rally, although largely 
cleared from the road surfaces by the time the rally stream arrived, 
were added to by freshly falling snow in some districts. 2018 was one of 
the colder winters in recent years and snow and ice were in abundance 
in true ‘Monte’ fashion. Crew endurance and regularity over the stages 
were measured at a rate of 10 marks lost per second deviated from 
the time schedule. The latest version of the (now aerial free) Tripy GPS 
unit was fixed to the windscreen of each competing car for the duration 
of the all but the Concentration Run to Bourgoin Jallieu in the Isere, 
this year’s concentration point. This unit relays vehicle position, speed 
and direction back to the organisers via satellite at any time during the 
rally that they choose. Competitors do not know when they are being 
reported upon as the unit gives no intelligible signals. So, with the ‘spy 
in the cockpit’ competing crews have to be on-time all the time, if they 
want any chance of doing well. It’s a pretty unforgiving regime!

The best placed MCR member (that I know of .. forgive me if I have missed 
anyone) was Peter Moss who, with his brother Nick finished an excellent 
78th overall and second Best British crew in Nick’s BMW 2002Ti. Modesty 
prevents me telling you too much about my own performance with Peter 
Scott in a Works replica Triumph TR4, other than to say that I was on a 
very steep re-learning curve, and that the combination of rear wheel drive 
and 15” wheels has its advantages over front wheel drive and 10” wheels 
on this event: it’s a sight more comfortable for one! Honorary member 
Willy Cave navigating for David Mustarde in an Alfa Romeo, survived a 
horrendous ‘off’ on the Col de Perty to finish the rally and register the 63rd 
anniversary of his first finish way back in 1955. Astonishing!

Despite misgivings in some places concerning the level of technology 
now applied to this event (competitors generally now have an in-car 
rally computer plus GPS units rather than the Haldas, stopwatches 
and maps of previous years) the Rallye Monte Carlo Historique is still 
an amazing event to participate in. On what other competitive rally 
in the world can you find 317 committed crews plus their service 
crews as well as the organisers and not forgetting the spectators, and 
all of whom can be knowledgeable and enthusiastic concerning classic 
cars and classic rallying? Add this to the glamour of Monte Carlo and 
the excitement of driving this great event, and it is no wonder that 
competitors come back year after year to have another crack at the 
‘Monte Historique’. It’s unique and long may it continue to be run.

Peter Barker

Photos by Peter Baker - Retro-Speed.co.uk

Once again the Rallye Monte Carlo Historique ran its course from the 
31st January to the 7th February 2018. Amongst the 317 entries 

were 13 Minis, ranging in age from a 1963 Austin Cooper S to a 1974 
Innocenti Mini Cooper, entered by crews from 7 countries. Team Auto 
BMC were well represented with 5 Mini entries and the British national 
team, IRDC Team GB, fielded 1 Mini entry amongst several other cars.

Depending upon starting city chosen route lengths ranged from 
3,787km for Glasgow starters to 2,600km for Reims starters with other 
starting cities in between. The most popular start point for Minis was 
Monte Carlo itself with a route length of 2,762km in total. One Mini, 
a 1971 Mini Cooper S was doing the rally to raise money for charity. 
Crewed by Christopher Mockridge and John Varney they started from 
Glasgow the brave souls!
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Results:
21st  Rallye Monte Carlo Historique 2018
1st Gianmaria Aghem/Diego Cumino (ITA) 1965 Lancia Fulvia Coupe 1200 1,330pts
56th Milos Caspar/Marie Janak (CZE) 1973 Austin Mini 1275GT 4,910pts
88th Ludovic Bincaz/Frederic Payan (FRA) 1965 Morris Mini Cooper S 8,580pts
130th Eros Togni/Carlo Nessi (CHE) 1965 Morris Mini Cooper S 21,400pts
154th Jean-Paul Mommey/Daniel Collet (FRA)1969 Austin Mini Cooper S 26,030pts
159th Michel Chatagny/Rolf Weiss (C/D) 1963Austin Mini Cooper S 28,000pts
171st Arnaud Dupin/Benjamin Delaux (FRA) 1964 Morris Mini Cooper S 32,620pts
188th Bernard Queyroix/Vincente Turmari (F/E) 1966 Morris Mini Cooper S  46,390pts
194th Phillipe RENY/Sylvain BERNARD (FRA) 1974 Innocenti Mini Cooper 1300  54,130pts
218th Giorgio Schon/Carlo Merenda (ITA) 1966 Austin Mini Cooper S 83,220pts
230th Christopher Mockridge/John Varney (GBR) 1971 Austin Mini Cooper S  92,750pts
242nd Gerard Cuif/Fabrice Wehrung (FRA) 1974 Innocenti Mini Cooper 1300  113,890pts
248th Anthony Hart/Tessa Hart (GBR) 1965 Morris Mini Cooper S 135,950
249th Denis Leger/Roland Salvi (FRA) 1974 Innocenti Mini Cooper 1300 136,610pts
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Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Minis in Ireland

I had a nice letter recently from Ernie 
Campbell from Northern Ireland 
enclosing photos of four Ex-Works Minis 
that were displayed at a classic car show 
in Newcastle, Co. Down. The show 
had 45 handpicked cars on display with 
the main part of the display being a 
Mini theme. The four Works cars were 
displayed behind a snowy Monte Carlo 
type background. The proceeds of the 
show were donated to Cancer research 
and they were delighted to receive 
£17,000 from the show. 

The four Works cars displayed were ORX 707F the 1968 Monte Carlo 
car, owned by Elgin Greer. New to it was ORX 777F, also a 1968 Monte 
car but this one, freshly restored and owned by Dermott Simpson. 
Another car from Dermott was next up, RBL 450F in Acropolis 1968 
war paint and this was followed by Ernie Campbell’s 570 FMO. Ernie 
is desperately trying to get some of the early seat material to recover 
his pair of seats – now that the ‘1959 Register’ seems unwilling to make 
any more, and so this may prove to be a tall order. If anyone knows of a 
supply of this material, I’ll happily put them in touch with Ernie. 

RaceRetro

There should be a separate report elsewhere in CooperWorld but 
I thought I’d make a few comments here which are that, despite the 

Robert Young
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organiser’s best efforts, the show continues to be rather repetitive and 
lack lustre. I now only go on the Friday as I like to meet those who attend 
the Ecurie Cod Fillet lunch, so I do miss the live rally stage which is just 
on the Saturday and Sunday. It was so cold; I felt, with hindsight, it was 
a wise decision to miss the stage. Pat Walker in 977ARX along with his 
Works Triumph was there as was Jim partridge and his son in their Mini. 

Minis were rather thin on the ground in the exhibition halls and I 
think that the days of the MCR showing there are behind us. We did 
however see the Rally Girls Team Mini proudly displaying our club 
sticker as the club helps out with a little sponsorship. Also on display 
was Bill Richards’ Mini Spares sponsored car that he usually uses on 
the Monte Historique – the car was there looking very smart as Bill 
had decided to take a break this year from the Monte. 

528 FMO was there too. This car was one of four (or perhaps five) Minis 
that Paddy Hopkirk and Alec Poole built for current historic rally customers. 
Despite the cold weather the AutoJumble hall was not as cold as I’ve 
known it before but again, the number of stalls was not great. However, for 
those who wished to have a rummage, parts were still to be had. 

London to Sydney 50

At RaceRetro I bumped into an old friend, Ted Taylor, who has always 
been very interested in these fabulous marathon car events that are 
so sadly missed today. To mark the 50th anniversary of the London 
to Sydney Marathon, this 10,000 mile adventure which started in 
November 1968, Ted, along with a few others, is organising a show at 
Gaydon on 29th July where they hope to gather together as many of 
the surviving cars from this and the World Cup Rally as possible. 

Four Ex-Works Minis in Northern Ireland

The Rally Girls car displaying the MCR sticker

Bill Richards’ Mini Spares car having a rest from the Monte this year

One of several Works replicas built by Paddy Hopkirk and Alec Poole
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They will also welcome a selection of suitable competition cars from 
this register to display alongside the Marathon cars. If you would like to 
put your car forward, please contact David Scothorn on: 07768 758450 
davidscothorn@hotmail.co.uk who is looking after the club aspect of 
this show. I’m also reliably informed that admission to Gaydon, on that 
day, will be at a reduced price – so you will be able to see those sadly 
neglected three Monte winning Works Minis under their control.

Clubman 1275 GT for sale

Bryan Purves is selling his Clubman 1275 GT which is detailed in the For 
Sale and Wanted section at the back of CooperWorld. The car comes 
complete with FIA papers and would make a suitable historic competition 
car. I remember this car well when it competed in the late 80s when it was 
run by Rodger Tello of Mighty Minis fame; the car was always featured in 
Classic Car magazine as one of their journalists, Jeremy Coulter, drove the 
car to good effect on numerous high profile events. I understand the car 

will need re-commissioning as it’s not turned a wheel for the last fifteen 
years, although it has been carefully dry stored over the intervening years. 
Although advertised as a genuine Ex-Works Clubman the car does not 
strictly fall within the recognised definition of an Abingdon Competitions 
Department Ex-Works car. It’s more a factory supported car. Anyone 
serious about buying the car will no doubt have an appreciation of the 
distinction between Bryan’s car and a genuine Works car. 

BMW Classic Car Collection

On a recent visit to Munich to see BMW MINI, I was delighted to 
be shown into BMW’s Classic Car collection by the Head of BMW 
Group Classic, Manfred Grunert. The collection of historic BMWs 
is of course very impressive but it was the Minis that I really wanted 
to see. Most disappointingly however, was the absence of JBL 493D, 
the Timo Makinen 1,000 Lakes winning car that is in their collection. 
The car apparently suffered engine damage whilst being used and was 
therefore away at a specialist’s garage being worked on. However, 
there were plenty of other really nice Minis to look at. Without 
doubt their collection is more interesting and varied than the Minis in 
Gaydon, which without the three Monte winner cars, poor as they 
are, the Mini aspect at Gaydon isn’t that great. 

The car that immediately caught my eye was the Cooper S that club 
member Richard Skidmore had built so painstakingly and that was 
acquired by BMW at the auction at Race Retro in 2010. 363 GYP 
seemed different to how I remembered it and then I saw the addition 
of the wing mirrors the car had gained. These were, I understand, fitted 
when the car was used in Finland by them on a demonstration run. 

The car was parked next to the Longman 1275 GT that BMW bought 
from Dave Boswell last year and these two were the stars for me 
amongst some really nice cars. I’m sure despite breaking JBL 493D, 
they will covet and look after their collection of Minis, which I know 
they are looking to expand as and when funds permit.

363 GYP in 2010 at RaceRetro when it was bought by BMW

363 GYP today with wing mirrors and sitting next to the Longman racer

Two nice examples of Marathon cars at Race Retro destined for the 
Gaydon show
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The Mk1 1275 S registered DPR 
345C I mentioned last month that 
was coming up for auction was pulled 
from the sale after it emerged that 
the car on offer was not at all what it 
appeared to be, and that the original 
DPR was still in possession of the same 
family as it has been for 35 plus years. 
The owner when the car was seen at 
Beaulieu in the 1980s has, sadly, since 
gone to the great car park in the sky, 
but his son got in touch and sent me 
a couple of pictures of the car as it 
is now. As you can see, it is still de-
seamed and the colour has changed 
from blue/white to red/white.

Thanks to the wonders of the internet I received an email 
from Austria recently concerning the early use of 1071 Ss in 

Simon Wheatcroft

Knock Offs wanted

Following on from my article last month about the different wheels fitted 
to Works Minis over time, Paul Sulma tells me that he has one original 
Works knock off spinner and fitting and is keen to find a further three. 
Whilst his RJB 327F as a rally car didn’t use these – it did when it was a 
race car, so he’s keen to try and get a full set. I know several people have 
remade these but Paul would obviously prefer to get his hands on an 
original set – tall order as that may be. If anyone has a set kicking around 
get in touch with Paul and he’ll give them a good worthy home. 
I’ve also been told that the Old English white wheels we so often see 
are indeed painted in County White and not OEW. This is news to 
me and it’s not a colour that I know of but I do understand that the 
colour is exceedingly close to Old English White. Does anyone know 
the definitive answer to this notion – have we all been painting our 
wheels the wrong colour for the last fifty years?

Beaulieu

As we are now only ten weeks away from our National day at Beaulieu 
on the 10th June, I’m asking those who wish to display as part of our very 
popular Ex-Works and Competition Car display, to get in touch and let 
me know. I will then put you on the list and send you a free ticket nearer 
the time. We always put on a superb display which is much admired by 
the many visitors we have. Don’t delay in letting me know – and see you 
there in the barmy sunshine of the New Forest in June.

Robert Young

Knock off spinner kit wanted

competition and quite possibly the first S to be seriously damaged in 
competition. As I’ve just recently discovered, Hill climbing is a very 
popular sport in Austria having, as they do, a fair portion of Alps in 
the south of the country. Whilst they don’t have the highest peaks 
there are, as you can probably imagine, they do have some pretty 
serious mountain passes. Two of the several Hill climb venues that 
I wasn’t aware of are at Gaisberg (near Salzburg) and Timmelsjoch 
(on the Austria/Italy border).

One thing you do need to appreciate is that an Austrian Hill climb is a 
rather different challenge to a UK one; Shelsley Walsh is 1,000 yards 
long and rises 328 feet: currently the longest is Harewood at 1,584 
yards i.e. less than a mile compared to Gaisberg which is over five 
miles long and climbs over 2,000 feet; Timmelsjoch is even longer, 
at almost seven miles and climbs 2,300 feet with eight hairpins and 
numerous other bends along the way!

At Gaisbergrennen, on 8th September 1963, two 1071Ss were 
competing; firstly a red/black Austin that was despatched from 
Longbridge to Salzburg on 16th July 1963. It was subsequently 
registered S153.671and owned by local driver E Fend. Perhaps of 
more interest to us is a green/white Morris that was UK registered 
as 7866 DF and probably driven by John Thurston – I say probably 
because it was a late entry and isn’t included in the programme. This 
was an early car, built in April 1963 and despatched towards the end 
of May – by the time the event took place this Cooper S was still only 
a little over three months old. 

Disaster struck near the end of the climb for 7866 DF leaving the car 
seriously damaged as you can see from the picture, but it was repaired 
and reappeared on the European Hill climb scene in 1964 driven by the 
above mentioned John Thurston as well as being raced in the UK.

The real DPR 345C as it looks today – still de-seamed as it was in 
1985 and wearing a justifiable Downton badge

E Fend shortly after leaving the start at the Gaisbergrennen in 
1963, bumperless but otherwise looking very factory fresh – note 
the comedy ride height for a Hill climb car
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At Timmelsjoch, which was only a week after the Gaisberg event, 
once again two 1071 Ss were entered. E Fend was back in S153.671 
and, believe it or not, there was a green/white UK registered car 
but this time it was Rob Slotemaker piloting the Downton owned, 
prepared and entered 700 HCG. Although known as a race car, 700 
HCG had already had a brief taste of Hill climbing at Great Auclum in 
August 1963 when driven by Daniel Richmond himself; but that was 
only 440 yards compared to the seven miles of Timmelsjoch.

Slotemaker easily won his up to 1300cc class by around 45 seconds; 
to be fair their wasn’t much class competition as apart from the 
other 1071 S there was only an Alfa Romeo Ti and VW 113 Beetle. 
However, Slotemaker was quick enough to have won the up to 
1,600cc class and would have been second in the up to 2,000cc class 
so he certainly wasn’t hanging around! Rob Slotemaker went on to 
race the car for Downton but I’m not aware that it appeared at any 
more Hill climb events.

Just a week after the Gaisbergrennen, E Fend was competing at 
Timmelsjoch. The suspension has either settled a lot or been lowered

Oops! One heavy impact later has done a lot of damage to a nearly 
new car – note the grey window catch gaskets a clear indication of 
metal window catches rather than plastic

7866 DF on the lower reaches of the Gaisberg climb

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

700 HCG in action at Great Auclum Hillclimb with Daniel 
Richmond at the wheel in August 1963; already on 4½” rims

700HCG Timmelsjoch 9.63 (1) – Rob Slotemaker on the start line 
of the Timmelsjoch-Bergrennen with the 1071 S of E Fend behind

700HCG Timmelsjoch 9.63 (4) – Rob Slotemaker on the higher 
reaches of the climb
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Barbara Alexander

Cooper Mk 1 Register

I am writing this on a very cold 
February evening with forecasts of 
snow for the South of the country. 
My report actually goes to print in 
CooperWorld just when spring is 
officially here. Hopefully, things will 
have warmed up by then and the 
dreaded salt will be clear from the 
roads, so that we can all get out and 
enjoy our classics without the worry 
of this corrosive material attacking 
everything metal on the underside of 
our cars.

Via the club’s website this month, 
Duncan Mackison has registered his 

Morris 998 Cooper registered OGU 757D and I am looking forward 
to hearing more about Duncan’s car in the future.

Another new car to the register this month comes from Nick 
Worthing who sadly is dealing with his late father’s estate. Nick’s 
father’s car was a Morris Cooper built towards the end of 997 
production in or around November 1963. Registered 296 GYY, the 
car was bought by Nick’s father from a neighbour who had been 
using it for a bit of autocross. For the next ten years it was used as 
the family’s car until it failed its MOT. It was then left un-touched until 
now with thirty years having gone by.

Current photos show the car, despite its decomposed state, that it is 
definitely restorable. The Austin wavy grille is clearly a later edition, 
but it is nice to see some quick release grille buttons which are such 
a useful modification. The interior obviously has a home made carpet 
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and door ‘string pulls’ may be from a replacement door or were the 
preferred option. Don’t forget that the chromed Mazak items can 
break especially if the doors are difficult to open from the inside. 
The gearstick is not a standard item and may have been fitted with 
autocross in mind. I have a longer gearstick fitted to my hill climb car, 
purely so it can be easily reached at speed and from being held in the 
seat with a race harness. 

There are a lot of correct parts still on the car including the original 
chassis and engine number plates. A particularly rare item is the air 
filter steel box which is the correct period item for an early cart. This 
is the first incarnation of this type of air filter box as the rocker cover 
breather pipe is placed in a central position on the box rather than 
the later which is positioned off to the side.

It was rather disappointing to see that there have been some unfair 
comments via the forums/Facebook about the car. These people 
obviously can’t comprehend that a fifty year old car might have been 
modified or simply used and enjoyed. The replacement of the grille 
to some is just that, perhaps the only one available at the time in the 
scrap yard, or simply the owner’s preference.

Hopefully, the car has now found a new owner and may re-appear at 
some stage in the future.

That’s all for this month,

Barbara Alexander

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Well, I hope the weathers improved by 
the time you read this, as I write the 
forecast for the week is for heavy snow. 
EWA 172H very shortly needs what 
may well be its final MOT in advance of 
the legislation changes on MOTs in May. 
But I will certainly not be venturing out 
in any snowfall - although the seventeen 
year old in me likes the idea!

You may have noticed a definite 
change in attitudes towards hydrolastic 
suspension in the last few years. As 
recently as a decade ago it was seen 
to be an advantage to have a car 
converted to run ‘dry’ suspension, 

the handling benefits certainly favour that set up. However, the 
importance of originality seems to have taken over and it is now seen 
to be more important to have your car as it left the factory, but how 
do you keep the system up to scratch? With that in mind, and as some 
of you Mk1 Performance forum readers are already aware, Peter 
Laidler, one of our MCR contributors and Police Mk2 S owner, spent 

Nick Hunter

the late autumn and winter setting about his slightly failing hydrolastic 
system. He takes up the story…..
 
‘I’d restored my car between 1983 and 86 so even as a restored 
car, at 32, it’s an old lady now (sorry ladies…..) and so I should be 
expecting the odd niggle. But what really upset me was the fact that 
for the past 8 years, just one side of the car drooped by about an 
inch or so each year. This wouldn’t be so bad except that I rebuilt the 
car using all brand new green band displacers and pipes. They might 
be old but not beaten or misused. I knew that the displacers were 
difficult to obtain and the trickle of gunge onto the garage floor was 
from the front. So I decided to kill two birds with one stone. 
1) To make life easy when I COULD get a new displacer, I’d start the 
job by replacing the weepy FRONT displacer with the rear and put 
the weepy front onto the rear. Are you still awake at the back……… 
and
2) That way, when the time came, the difficult part of the job had 
already been done. The front suspension, arms and drive train 
would have been overhauled, rebuilt and reassembled. The weepy 
rear hydro unit could be replaced very simply and quickly when I’d 
sourced another. So far so good.
 
I drained down the system using and simple home made 
depressurising tube, shown in the attached photo:

 But what came out simply amazed me. No wonder the system was 
sick! It was like something you’d never believe, the rustiest, thick, 
manky, gungy sewage-like mess you ever saw. To think that every part 
of my system, including the hydrolastic fluid was new 30 years before 
– and this is what came out. I was going to photograph it but have you 
ever seen a bowl of diarrhoea? What about the so called corrosion 
inhibitor it’s said to contain I asked? Pal James the Sprite owning 
chemist confirmed that the gunge only contained the most minor 
traces of the original hydrolastic fluid including the corrosion inhibitor. 
So what had gone wrong?
 
When it had been initially pumped up in 1986 it’d been done by 
my local garage then during the intervening 8 years or so it’s been 
pumped up again by several different local (and not so local…..) 
garages with their hydro pumps. And thereby hangs the problem 
I feel. I stand to be corrected as always, but later you’ll see my 
reasoning. When you use your local hydro pump, you don’t know 
what’s in the catch/reservoir tank but I’ll tell you. It’s not fresh 
new hydrolastic fluid straight from the new clean tub. Nop, it’s the 
same old gunge that’s been evacuated from other cars during the 
course of the days, weeks and months previous. It’s all doing the 
‘what goes around comes around’ thing, from car to pump, pump to 
car, to pump to car to pump etc etc… getting grottier and grottier 
as it does so. And if the truth be told, becoming weaker and 
weaker and gungier as it does so – and crudding up the internal 
hydro valving as it does so (no, I don’t believe in their value either. 
Rubber will always act as a means of absorbing energy and you 

A simple, safe and cheap tool for depressurising the system. Keep 
the open end immersed in a jar of fluid
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can’t compress a liquid). Luckily, I was able to drain my leaky 
system down, and flush it out many times and in short, thoroughly 
washed through by using another little gadget that I concocted at 
work using a few bits from my local PIRTEK hydraulic hose repair 
van man

But before I reassembled the left full-of-crud side I thought I should 
look and see what’s lurking in the untouched-since-’87 right hand 
side. Pretty much as I expected I have to say. This time, the liquid 
that was evacuated was a dirty and cloudy but still clearly that 
florescent green but nothing like the thick gunge from the other 
side. That proved my point. That’s not saying that the initial weep 
from the rear/dowel/strut end caused the failure. It didn’t, but I’m 
sure that the refills with gungy liquid didn’t help thereafter. 
 
So what does this tell you? For my part, I didn’t stop there. I used 
the other home made gadget to flush through the hydro pipes 
until only clean water came through. I totally drained down the 
hydro units, filled and drained, shook, same again and again and 
again until they came out clean as best you can ascertain internally. 
I carefully filled them up with brand new fresh hydro fluid and 
stoppered the ends with small wood plugs; I did the same to 
the front to rear pipes that were still in situ of course. Then I 
carefully assembled the fluid filled units into the car after spending 
a few days examining and overhauling the suspension system 
where necessary. I made new struts and dowels from stainless, 
all greased up with everlasting coppaslip, cleaned and re-greased 
front upper arms - you know the sort of thing! Oh yes, now it 
was the time to replace the schrader valves in the joint block and 
sort out the clicking graunchy knuckle joint out too while the 
suspension is down! Then after greasing the hydro pipe and hose 
joints, tightened them up with minimal fluid loss. After all, the 
whole system is full of clean and fresh fluid isn’t it?
 
All you have to do now is to pump the system up. But NOW you 
know to tell the man with the hydro pump that you want the catch 
tank cleaned and topped up with YOUR new fresh fluid. To be 
honest, I made a simple vacuum pump-to-tank to do mine but doing 
it this way and filling the system before hand, there was so little air 
in the charged system that I didn’t bother evacuating the next time 
after I’d evacuated and pressurised the system with a grease-gun type 
lever pump. Takes twice as long but guess what? I did it and I can see 
what’s going in this time!
 
I knew it… someone had to ask “Why did you have to do it again 
afterwards then?” Good question. That’s because soon after I’d 
finished the job and repressurised the system with the old weepy 
hydro unit in place I acquired a replacement. But NOW, being on the 
rear, replacement was a simple let down, stopper the sub frame pipe, 
fill the new hydro unit and carefully join the pipes again. Half an hour 
later it was pumped up and on the road. More details on using the 

home made gadgets shown can be seen on The Mk1 Performance & 
Conversions Forum.

Thanks to my pals Nick, James the Chemist and Tony the metallurgist 
and Ted who lowers the level of our incompetence’

Thank you Peter for that, a great practical insight into maintaining 
your hydro system. I’m very tempted to take a look at what’s lurking 
in my hydro tubes after this. I’m looking forward to bringing you a 
sequel hydro feature from Peter soon.

In the meantime, have a Happy Easter and don’t forget to get your 
Mk11 S out for a run for ‘Drive it Day’ on April 22nd, hopefully the 
roads will be salt free by then.

That's all for this month

Until next time

Nick Hunter 

This is a most versatile gadget.  You can use it to flush the pipes, 
pressurise the hydro units (but only to mains water pressure of 
course) and pump the unit up and test for leaks

Cooper Mk 2 Register

I thought I was heading for the buffers this month but to my 
rescue came Adrian Howarth. You may recall I raised the question 
last month that, perhaps, Adrian is the longest standing owner 
of a MkII Cooper. Well, that may be true but he also owns GJP 
755G an Island blue and Snowberry white Morris. This car was 
bought locally some years ago, and had been stored in a garage 
for more than a year by the previous owner. The previous owner 
to that had started to restore it and Adrian wished he hadn’t. So 
many things with the work were not to Adrian’s liking. Evidently, 
the previous owner to Adrian thought the car was worth more 
stripped than restored. Adrian was horrified by this and thought 
it would be such a waste, so he bought it with the intention of 
restoring it when the time was right. 

Well that time is now and he is fully into a complete restoration of 
this car. Adrian is preparing the car for his daughter but he wants to 
complete the project in time to take it to this year’s Classic Le Mans. 
He took YYO 947H some years ago and wants to do the same trip in 
GJP 755G. I am sure when he gets there the car will attract a lot of 
interest as we all know it should. 

Graham Robinson

YYO 947H in its original Antelope body colour
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That’s about it for this month and many thanks to Adrian for saving 
my bacon. Don’t forget, if you would like free entry and a prime 
parking spot at this year’s National Mini Day at Beaulieu in June, all 
you have to do is volunteer to display your car to represent the MKII 
Cooper Register. Only 3 places are available so if you are interested, 
let me know ASAP. Places will be allocated on a first come first served 
basis. So get in early to avoid disappointment. 

Finally, I really need your help, so anything you are doing with your 
car is of interest to me and probably other MKII owners too. I’m only 
an email away.

Until next month,

Graham Robinson 

YYO 947H ready for a new front end

YYO 947H off to the paint shop on a Mini Pick up

YYO 947H in new Tartan Red paint work                                                       

GJP 755G from this

GJP 755G to this and still a lot to do!

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

Cast your mind back to the January 
edition of CooperWorld and you may 
recall that I wrote about CCG 651K on 
the Bath Festival Rally. Well, I’m pleased 
to report that CCG is alive and well 
and living in disguise on the Isle of Man 
where it is now registered as 2343 MN. 
Built in March 1971 but not registered 
until 1st August, CCG was supplied 
to its first owner, Edward Leigh, by 
Hamble Garage which is near Eastleigh.

 
After passing through the hands of 
a number of owners in Bristol and 

Staffordshire, CCG found its way 
to Northern Ireland where it was 

restored by Des Moore. It had another owner before current 
owner Roy Sweetman acquired it in 2011. The front seats are 
Newton Commercial’s current bucket seat offering trimmed in Mk 
3 style vinyl, meaning they match the rest of the interior and very 
nice they look; I’m sure they are a great improvement over the 
standard Mk 3 seat.

Roy must have a soft spot for Glacier white Mk 3 Ss registered 
1st August 1971 as he had previously owned another car which 
was originally Liverpool registered but became MN 6918 after 
it moved to the Isle of Man in July 1972. Roy bought this car in 
1991 from its first owner and sold it in 1999 to someone in the 
Liverpool area where it was re-registered AKC 340K. AKC is 
also on the Register and currently taxed and tested too. So, if the 
present owner would like to know more of the history of this car, 
then please get in touch with me.

Simon Wheatcroft
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Another old friend of the Register has appeared on ebay namely, 
BRW 36K. I’m pleased to say it is looking much better these days as 
the last time I saw it some five or six years ago, it was sporting a Mk1 
grille/moustache and Italian Job style leather bonnet straps and a tow 
bar. It is actually on an auction rather than a ‘Buy It Now’ or classified 
advert, so it will be interesting to see where the bidding ends up – 
these days I’d have thought probably somewhere north of £22,500.

In rally action with first owner Edward Leigh on the Bath Festival 
Rally 1972

You can see some of the Newton Commercial bucket seats in this 
interior view

The same side some 45 years later, CCG 651K/MN 2343 as it 
looks today

That’s it for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

BRW around 2012 with Mk1 grille and unevenly spaced over riders

BRW today looking much more Mk3 like although the now evenly 
spaced over riders rather too far inset

RSP Cooper Register

As RSP Registrar I get a number of 
emails referring me to RSPs for auction 
or sale and even more emails from 
owners wanting to sell their RSPs. 
The variation in values is huge. This 
obviously is due to the condition, 
mileage and originality of the cars. 
There are a few RSPs in the market 
place at the moment ranging from just 
under £6,000 and right up to £25,000. 
John Gibson is considering selling his 
original unregistered green car that 
he keeps in excellent storage and so 
this must be an RSP to consider as an 
investment. 

Jack Wentworth emailed and asked if his RSP registered H887 HPA 
and recently re-sprayed, would be of interest to anyone at £7,000?

Roger Hunt
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John Gibson’s unregistered RSP

Jack Wentworth’s recently resprayed RSP  

Gill Prince’s long owned green RSP 

Also a good friend, Gill Prince, who has owned her green RSP 
registered H612 FLK for nearly 20 years, has recently spent money 
with the Whight Brothers to get her car part restored and resprayed. 
It’s good value at £6,000 ono.

Anglia car auctions have a very low mileage black car registered H160 
HSD up in their April Sale and with No Reserve. I would say that this 
car is well worth a look. I know some of the history of this car so email 
me for this information if you are genuinely interested in buying the car.

My pick though is a very nice black S Pack registered H683 PDT 
for sale with one of the Mini Dealers. In superb condition and only 
needing a few easy sorted parts to bring it up to standard. Dare I say 
a snip at £19,995 on ebay?

So, the above shows just a few RSPs in the market place, ideal cars to 
buy and join us on the RSP Norfolk Run.

The RSP Norfolk Run will start at Snetterton Circuit on Saturday 
12th May 2018 and where we will have a trackside parking area for 
our RSPs during the Snetterton Mini Festival (this runs all weekend). 
We shall leave late afternoon to drive to a Norfolk Village pub for 
evening meal which is optional (there are nearby B&Bs, campsites 
and motorhome parks etc). The pub landlady happens to be the sister 
of an RSP owner. After Breakfast on Sunday we’ll head off across 
country to the North Norfolk coast road and some good photo 
opportunities. Then we park up around lunch time at Holkham Hall at 
a privileged parking spot for the cars in front of the Hall, overlooking 
the lake. There is a Café /restaurant in the hall grounds for those 
needing food and refreshment. We will leave by the mile long straight 
through the forest late afternoon, and hopefully take more photos 
along this brilliant road. The total run will clock up approximately 
70miles over the day.

H160 HSD up for auction at no reserve

A nice black S Pack listed for sale on ebay
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Please email me if you want more details and would like to join other 
RSP owners for a low cost run out. RSP owner Nick Cooke has 
kindly arranged passes to the Snetterton Mini Festival.You don’t have 
to come both days but do join us at Snetterton or start Sunday with 
breakfast. If you can do both days then all the better. 

Finally, on the 23rd September 2018 it is the Stanford Hall Mini Fest. 
We had a good RSP stand at last year’s event, but I need money up 
front for this one. Again please contact me if you are interested in 
going along to this great show.

Roger Hunt

Rover Cooper Register

As we step into April I am reminded that 
the MCR’s annual day out at Beaulieu is 
fast approaching. This year it looks like I 
am only allowed two cars for the Register 
display. If you would like to have your car 
as one of them, and free entry into the 
event, I am looking for two John Cooper 
conversions, an early carburettor example 
and one of the very last conversions. Just 
in case I get allocated one further space, an 
SPi John Cooper conversion would be nice 
to have in reserve. My contact details are 
printed on page 4. Please include a couple 
of pictures of your car as I would like the 
chosen examples to be different colours. 

In last month’s report I began a review of the brochures detailing 
the offerings that were available at John Cooper Garages during the 
1990s. We got as far as March 1992 and the launch of the first ‘Si’ 
conversion. Just over a year later, things had moved on…

Anyone buying the July 1993 issue of MiniWorld would have also found a 
16 page Cooper supplement inside. It was produced in conjunction with 
MiniWorld and its publisher at the time, Link House Magazine’s Ltd.

John Parnell

The most notable change to the engine conversion range was the 
introduction of the ‘Plus Pack’ to the 1275cc Rover Cooper power 
units. For the carburettor cars the addition of high-lift rockers and 
a large inlet valve cylinder head, along with the existing kit, boosted 
power output by 3 BHP to 80 BHP (81 PS). 

For the SPi cars, encumbered with their MEMS 2J engine 
management system, the equivalent ‘Plus Pack’ (Part No. MCC 1275 
STS) again incorporated high-lift rockers but now also with a high 
performance K&N air filter. Here, the increase in power output 
was perhaps open to some interpretation. The first generation of 
‘Si’ engine conversion had originally been advertised in the earlier 
brochure as providing a peak output of 77 PS (76 BHP). This latest 
brochure had now downgraded this to 74 BHP in order to show 
that the new ‘Si’ Plus Pack had boosted maximum power by a more 
creditable 4 BHP to 78 BHP (79 PS). Whatever the improvement, 
the main point was that John Cooper Garages had tried something 
different to the existing ‘Si’ pack and the end result was better than 
before. Whether it was worth the extra £218.43 to supply and 
the cost of the additional hour to fit it, was down to the individual 
customer.

Speaking of which, the original specification of 1275cc Rover 
Cooper carburettor engine conversions were not regulation 
compliant for customers in Germany. To resolve this John Cooper 
Garages developed their ‘Europe Pack’ for Rover Germany (Part 
No. MCC 1275 SP). This had the same basic features as the UK ‘S’ 
Pack but retained the single carburettor in conjunction with a high 
performance K&N air filter. The publicised maximum power output 
was 76 BHP (77 PS), only marginally less than the 78 BHP (79 PS) for 
the equivalent twin carburettor S Pack.

When Rover deleted the 998cc engine from its Mini range in early 
1992 and replaced it with a de-tuned 50 PS (49 BHP) 1275cc unit 
for the Mini Sprite and Mayfair, it effectively signalled the end of the 
highly successful 998cc conversion package that had directly led to 
the reintroduction of the Rover Mini Cooper in 1990. But as one 

The 1993 John Cooper brochure was included as a 
supplement with the July 1993 issue of MiniWorld 

The John Cooper product range included a lot more than just 
engine conversions
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door closes, another one opens, and the flipside of Rover’s decision 
was the opportunity to develop a new conversion kit specifically for 
Sprite and Mayfair owners. Termed the John Cooper Stage II Pack 
(Part No, MCC 1275 SPP), it comprised an exchange performance 
cylinder head, new exhaust system, K&N air filter and a replacement 
carburettor needle (the carburettor wasn’t dead yet). The kit boosted 
performance to a very respectable 68 BHP (69 PS).

Not everyone could afford the luxury of a Rover Mini Cooper 
and there would always be Sprite and Mayfair owners who would 
want proper Cooper S performance. For these customers John 
Cooper developed a Twin-Carb S Pack (Part No. MCC 1275 ECS) 
that incorporated a performance camshaft alongside the standard 
‘S’ Pack modifications. The kit was designed to bring a standard 
(50 PS) 1275cc Mini engine up to Cooper S specification. The John 
Cooper Single-Carb Europe Pack (Part No. MCC 1275 EC) was 
developed to achieve the same result for standard 1275cc Mini 
customers in Germany. 

For the first time John Cooper Garages also gave a little 
more detail on the specification of their John Cooper 1400cc 
Conversion. This was only applicable to carburettor 1275cc 
models, both Cooper and non Cooper. Described as the ultimate 
road car conversion, capable of delivering 108 BHP (109.5 PS) and 
a 0-60mph of 7.5 seconds, the extensive kit included the following 
powerplant and transmission modifications:
 
 - A rebore to 1400cc, 
 - Forged racing pistons, 
 - New Stage III cylinder head, 
 - A new specially designed camshaft, 
 - A set of high-lift roller rockers
 - Twin 1.5 inch SU carburettors, 
 - A new large-bore exhaust and manifold system
 - An oil cooler
 - 3.44:1 final drive 

The conversion was only available for fitting at John Cooper Garages, 
with the price listed as ‘Quotations given on request’. 

Given that the final drive diff ratio on Rover Mini Coopers was 
quite long at approximately 3.1:1, and not conducive to low end 
acceleration, John Cooper Garages now sold a separate 3.44: 1 
final drive kit (Part No. MCC 532). An oil cooler kit was now also 
separately available (Part No. MCC 542). An uprated brake kit 
(Part No. MCC 274 ) was recommended for the fast road-engined 
conversions and comprised two new ventilated disc brakes, new dual 
brake calipers, hoses and fittings.

On the accessories side there was now an electric sun roof, and for 
those wanting long distances between fuel fill-ups, a right hand fuel 
tank kit (Part No. MCC 192) was available for carburettor cars only.

The neat engine bay of the 1400cc conversion 

Registrar’s Comments

The 1993 John Cooper brochure is beautifully produced and shows 
just how far the whole John Cooper conversion business had matured 
in the space of just four years. The range of Mini products and services 
extended to no less than ninety-eight individual lines and even included 
John Cooper branded clothing, itself now very collectable. 

The workshop photographs that feature in the brochure are 
themselves quite revealing. In February I wrote about Chris Dawson’s 
company Rover Cooper demonstrator, J946 TOK, and how it became 
the prototype Grand Prix car. You can see it on the front and back 
covers still in its factory standard livery. Also of interest is J947 TOK 
high up on a service ramp in the background. As both cars were 
registered together in March 1992 and the photographic work for the 
brochure was shot in March or April 1993 (yes, I did spot the March 
1993 issue of MiniWorld on page 14 of the brochure), could J947 TOK 
also have been a John Cooper conversion demonstrator or prototype? 
Similarly, it is unclear if H210 YWV, the smart looking BRG/White RSP 
seen on page 14, was also a conversion or just a sale car brought out of 
the showroom for set dressing. Whatever, it is currently SORN’d and 
has been off the road since August 2007 after failing its MOT. 

John Cooper branded clothing is now highly collectable

Every picture tells a story. Where are J201 UOF and 
K502 NFG now?
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The white/black car, J201 UOF, a widely used John Cooper 
demonstrator, changed hands some years ago and still looked quite 
smart, but has been off the road since October 2008. K502 NFG, 
newly registered at the time of the brochure shoot, did not have 
much of a road life as it has been untaxed since February 1996 and 
never even got to see its first MOT. Neither car has been exported, 
so it is fair to assume they must still be out there somewhere, 
hopefully not mouldering away in someone’s garage.

To summarise what this 1993 brochure review has told us:

It is clear that a number of new conversions were introduced in 
1993 while others were upgraded. Of note is the addition of high-lift 
rockers on the ‘Plus Pack’ conversions. Members in Germany will, I 
am sure, be familiar with genuine John Cooper 1275cc conversions 
that have just one carburettor. And now that we all know that non-
Cooper 1275cc engines were also breathed on by John Cooper 
Garages, purists will remember to enquire about the engine number 
itself before bidding on one of Ferring’s finest.

Finally, we have also established that the timeline of the UK 998cc engine 
conversions was just over three years from June 1989 before eventually 
petering out during 1992 as the supply of remaining new 998cc cars 
dried up. The 998cc unit is a sweet engine and, being carburettor-based 
without the paraphernalia of an electronic management system, the end 
result conversion is both smooth and responsive to drive. The monotone 
Mayfair and Sprite examples are the cheapest to buy and make the best 
Q cars. The difficulty is finding one that has survived. 

To be continued next month. Until then…

Enjoy the Easter weekend

John Parnell

Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

1964 Radford DeVille Morris 
Cooper 1071 S KMG 812B 

This month's report features a very rare 
car in many ways. The owner, Mark 
Broomfield, sent me some pictures and 
background information on his three 
owner, 30,000 original miles car which 
had been stored in a garage since 1974. 
As a standard and un-welded 1071S in its 
original colours of Tweed grey/Old English 
white roof, it is almost unique and highly 
desirable. Soon after manufacture it was 
modified by Radford Coachbuilders who 
added their flavour to the mix.Steve Burkinshaw

Mark explained to me that he knew the car's history from new when 
it was bought in late 1964 by Desmond Plummer (he was made 
a Baron in 1971) who was the longest serving leader of the now 
defunct GLC from 1964 to 1973. In 1967 the Blackwall tunnel under 
the Thames was opened and the large plaque above the southbound 
entrance bears his name. In previous years Mark, a garage owner, 
often used a mobile mechanic, Dick Lancaster, whose uncle was 
Baron Dennis Plummer. Apparently Desmond’s wife had an accident 
in the Radford and refused to drive it again until Dick Lancaster 
bought it in 1974, hence the reason why the car has low mileage. 
Another snippet of information revealed that Desmond’s wife was 
a leading London model and good friends with ‘60s model ‘Twiggy,’ 
who herself owned a Radford Mini. Prior to the accident, the special 
Mini was used as a wedding car for Dick and his wife. 

The ‘before’ restoration shot and the car was in better condition 
than it appears in this photo

The car ‘as found’ with some parts already removed for restoration

The car’s engine bay part way through restoration

 The rolling body shell now repainted and ready to be fitted up
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Many years later Dick and his wife decided to move to Norfolk by 
which time Mark was offered the un-restored Radford and a rusty 
Wood and Pickett 1275 GT. It was long after buying the Radford 

that a knowledgeable Mini friend of Mark’s pointed out how rare a 
Radford Cooper was and better still that it was a 1071S. I can only 
recall four 1071 cars that Radford converted with one that springs to 
mind which was first owned by ‘60s singer, Kenny Lynch. 

There can be very few early Coopers out there with the original dealer’s 
bill of sale and conversion invoice from Radford along with other invoices 
from when the car was new. All this together with the original buff/green 
logbook and KBG has the lot. When first registered the Radford had a 

Original 1071 engine retained and overhauled

Standard Radford dashboard layout but note not usual Radford 
fitment of a Springall steering wheel

Rear shot of Mark Bloomfield’s 1071 Radford complete with its 
refurbished Radford ‘R’ boot badge

Mark’s car now showing off its superb paint finish and colour scheme
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additional switch panel for the fog/spot lights and the ignition switch has 
been moved onto the steering column and combined with a steering lock.

When renovation of the car was started in Mark’s garage, no rust 
at all was evident, helped no doubt by long term dry storage. As he 
explained, the standard engine and gearbox was dismantled and rebuilt, 
with every nut and bolt being replaced as required. Only a new bonnet, 
boot lid and rear subframe have been necessary replacements, All new 
hoses and pipes under the floor were added and a new servo which 
was missing. Fred Waters of Nippy Cars provided an excellent Benelite 
grille to house the Lucas W576 front lamps and Pamela David Enamels 
restored the round Radford boot badge.

Many thanks to Mark who plans to join us with this great car at Beaulieu 
on the 10th June. And whilst I mention Beaulieu, would any members 
with coach built Minis/Coopers please contact me if they would like to 
display their cars at the show. Please remember that your car need not 
be immaculate, partly completed cars can be just as interesting!

private number plate on it but, as KMG 821B was not issued within the 
GLC 1964 sequential listing, it is most certainly a replacement plate.

Now for some details on KBG’s conversion. The car’s colours of grey 
with a white roof were changed to a Rolls-Royce Sable roof with the 
main body colour being painted in Rolls-Royce Silver sand; since these 
colours matched the owner’s Rolls-Royce. Not all the available Radford 
luxury items were fitted to the car. For example, there is no sun roof, only 
winding window mechanisms are used instead of electric motors, the car 
sits on standard 3.5 inch steel rims and the trim/upholstery is the factory 
original. In its day the binnacle dashboard was considered the height of 
luxury with the standard 120mph speedo re-positioned in front of the 
driver along with a rev counter, clock and ammeter. On the right is an 

Jens-Christian’s W&P 1275GT looking very classy with its many 
W&P refinements and fitments

Note the rear Mk2 light clusters have ‘export’ red indicator lenses 
and not UK spec orange ones

W&P bespoke made front grille with four round headlamps in 
square apertures

Front shot showing the Benelite grille with integral fog and spot 
lamps. Note small chrome badge bar fitted too

Standard Radford fitted electric windows with quarter light openers
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Finally, due to limited page space in last month’s issue of CooperWorld, 
I wasn’t therefore able to include some photos of Jens -Christian’s 
fantastic Wood & Picket 1275 GT which were kindly supplied by Nick 
Rogers, so here they are the in this month’s issue. I hope to do a more 
detailed feature article on Jen Christian’s car in the future.

Steve Burkinshaw

A beautifully appointed W&P interior

Jen’s car has the benefit of a Janspeed prepared turbo boosted engine

Mini Super Register

No new Super discoveries to report upon 
this month so the basis of this month’s 
report is a repeat of one I submitted 
nearly three years ago. This is partly 
because at the moment I am low on 
material, and partly, because the following 
may be of interest anyway to those 
who have joined the club since its initial 
publication just under two years ago.

The following deals with export 
numbers of the Austin Super only, 
together with their destinations. When 
I finally complete the Morris records 
I will do a similar report, together 
with a comparison between Austin 

and Morris. The archive records have fewer details for Morris than 
Austin; therefore the cars’ destinations may be difficult to follow.

The export numbers for Morris may be quite different to those of 
Austin anyway. Judging by the surviving cars overseas so far accounted 
for; Austin cars far outweigh Morris ones in numbers.

Garry Dickens

Having initially spent days on compiling a chart, it had been my 
intention to submit that format for my report but it ended up being a 
huge display and would have taken up far too many valuable pages of 
CooperWorld so a summary follows!

The Mini Super was exported to well over fifty countries. No different 
to most other BMC products probably. But what is interesting though, 
is that so few went to some of the destinations. In fact half a dozen 
countries each received just one car. Many other countries imported 
the Super in single figures. I suspect they were all special order. 

The first ever Super to be exported went to Frankfurt for the September 
1961 Motor Show, together with a Mini Cooper. But Germany was to 
import only three more Supers during the following twelve months.

New Zealand imported only ten Austin Supers, the first during 
December 1961, three in June, and five more in September 1962. One 
of that batch was destined for exhibition at the Wellington Motor Show, 
which is very strange, as it was only one month later that the model 
was to be discontinued in October when one of the last was built.

If you were to mark an atlas with all of the Super’s destinations then 
you would really end up with a map of the former British Empire. It is 
quite fascinating.

Many other countries imported in much larger quantities, however. 
Although Germany received the Frankfurt car in August, no other 
Austin Super was exported anywhere until November 1961. 
During November and December, 484 cars were exported out of 
a production of 634 Austin Supers, representing around 75% of 
total production. During 1962 a little over 2,000Austin Supers were 
exported, representing around 30% of total production. In all, around 
35% of the 8,000 Austin Supers built went for export.

So, which countries were the big takers? Canada imported 577; 
Portugal 337; The Federation of Malaya (Penang and Kuala Lumpur) 
231; a further 215 going to Singapore; Sweden imported 209; the 
USA took 175; 148 went to France; Israel took 82; Bermuda 48 cars.

Personal export accounted for 92 cars, the remainder were scattered 
around the globe in very small numbers. Even Libya imported 13 cars. 
Perhaps surprisingly, Holland imported only 3 Austin Supers. Please 
do remember that all the above refers to Austin Super export only.

It may be of further interest to note that in comparison to the 500-
odd Austin Supers exported during 1961 only 343Austin Coopers 
were exported during the same period (with 304 Morris Coopers 
exported). During 1962 however, Cooper export amounted to 50% 
more than Super, which perhaps is not that surprising when it is taken 
into account production of the Super was coming to a close while 
that of the Cooper was substantially increasing.

There were no CKDs of the Super, they were all completely 
assembled and trimmed in the UK.

The export trim was largely the same as that of the home market, 
except that many of the cars going to hotter climates were not 
equipped with a heater. However, those that were exported usually 
had the fresh air unit fitted; some cars had lower compression 
engines and white-wall tyres were a common feature too.

Out of the 337 Austins exported to Portugal, only 3 so far have been 
found to survive (although, sadly one of those is currently being broken 
for spares). There are however, four surviving Morris Supers which is 
contrary, as previously mentioned, to most survivors world-wide being 
Austin. My contact in Portugal, Nuno Moita, is constantly searching for 
more cars but has not discovered a Super for a couple of years now.

This brings me to wonder perhaps, that Canada, having imported the 
greatest number of Supers, may have at least one or two survivors. I 
do have one car recorded there but it was first delivered to the USA. 
If any member reading this lives or has a contact there then I would be 
very grateful if enquiries could be made on my behalf. I make a similar 
appeal to anyone living in or having contacts in what is now Malaysia or, 
anywhere else that imported the Super in relatively large numbers.
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Although it is only the end of February with snow outside, at the time 
of writing this report, my thoughts are already on summer and the Mini 
Day this June, at Beaulieu. This is a truly wonderful event with so many 
excellent examples of Minis to see. It is therefore disappointing for me that 
this year, I shall be on holiday and unable to attend. As usual, there will be 
a couple of Supers in the arena on display, and there will be a couple of 
complimentary tickets available on a first come first served basis. Please 
let me know as soon as possible if you would like to display your Super. 
Also as usual, I will try to secure some extra space near the arena for other 
Supers to park. Again, prior notice is preferable but not essential. 

Finally, my usual plea, if you own, have owned, or know of a Super, 
even if it no longer exists, then please do let me know so I may 
record its details or fate. 

Garry Dickens

1275GT Register

Further to the report last month on 
FPN 365X being acquired by Ian 
Ockenden, its new owner has advised 
me that safe transportation to Ireland 
took place and work has commenced 
on restoration of the car.

Early reports indicate that the lack of 
previous poor repairs should make the 
project much simpler; currently the 
engine and gear box are out and the 
wheels are set for blasting and powder 
coating. More news to follow from Ian 
as progress moves forward.

However, not content with one 
project, Ian has also acquired and imported an earlier GT in the form 
of a 1974 example registered AUY 12M. The car came supplied 
with a rebuilt 800 mile old engine and has the original Bronze yellow 

Alan Clark

paint hiding under the black and white respray. Ian is confident that 
the potential for another quality restoration is in hand! A full mint 
condition 1974 interior is amongst Ian’s earlier acquired parts ready 
to mate up with his second project. However, a set of 10” Rostyles 
remains on his shopping list at the time of writing. 

One of my regular contributors, James Ellis, has also decided the 
winter was a good time for his own project and a freshen up of his 
Boopspeed replica NOJ 94R.  For those unfamiliar with racing Minis 
of the late 1970s, the original Boopspeed 1275GT raced to second 
place by Paul Gaymer in the 1978 Mini Challenge series.FNP 365X arriving at its new home in Ireland, joining other 

projects in progress

Project cars this complete and straight are rare finds

A few more challenges involved on Ian’s ‘74 GT

Bronze yellow hides under the black and white finish

James’s inspiration, Paul Gaymers ‘BoopSpeed’
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James originally put this tribute car together 28 years ago using a new 
shell. He later added the 1293cc Boopspeed engine and other recent 
upgrades include Mini Sport 4 pot calipers and vented disks. Adding to the 
competition specification is the Concept racing fuel tank residing in the boot.

The rebuilt subframes have been treated to new bushes and a set of 
Koni Sport shocks to complete the makeover. With a completion target 
of March 2018 ready for the 76th Goodwood Members meeting, James 
hopes to line up with other notable race GTs from the Swiftune stable.  
Good luck to all those slaving away in freezing garages! The new 
season will soon be upon us and hopefully we will see the results of all 
those hours of graft on the road and at events in 2018.

Alan Clark

Looking fresh now, 28 years on from the first rebuild

An autographed boot lid indicates approval of James’s creation

 Modern MINI Cooper Register

My JCW Part 4 (or is it 5?)

Well, this should, I hope, be the final part 
of my JCW saga. Anyway, just 2 days 
before delivery of my car I received a call 
from the Vehicle Replacement Network. 
Obstacle 19, “Is that you David?”  “Yes”, 
“I have some bad news for you”- shock 
horror and I sit down.  “I am afraid Vines 
cannot fit your track exhaust, they have 
it, but MINI has halted the installation of 
the exhaust on all JCW built after 11/17 
as it has no homologation approval after 
that date.” To be honest, it was a bit loud 
and I did dither a bit before I had it fitted 
the first time. A quick bit of thinking as I 
just had a feeling AXA would not give me 

David Young

the £1,200 back, I asked that perhaps AXA would like to pay for 4 years 
free servicing, which I would have had to pay for, along with supplying 
and fitting the MINI Advanced Car Eye.  Surprisingly they agreed!  So, I 
now have a front and back camera and a standard exhaust, which actually 
sounds better as both pipes are now in use.

The replacement car is great. I was surprised at the number of 
small improvements that have been made to it in less than a year 
- continuous improvement clearly. So there is a better fuel gauge 
now that gives a more accurate reading and the Sat Nav is a little bit 
clearer. The exhaust, as mentioned above, is totally different without 
the Blue Tooth switch to fully open it. Fewer pops and bangs. The 
‘Sport’ Mode switch has been moved to the switch panel on the 
dashboard, whereas it was previously around the gear stick.  

So what else has happened since delivery? Well, I needed to change the 
Car Care plan, for what I had previously i.e. for wheel insurance, tyre 
insurance, GAP and Cosmetic Insurance. All this cover was supplied by 
MINI when I bought the car originally.  Car Care Plan was simple, all I 
had to do was ask the supplier to get the warranty from Vines. It took 
a week, it turns out GuardX is the only car protection that BMW use. 
So, although it is called ‘MINI Protect’  it is standard GuardX.  I did get 
a nice MINI rucksack full of MINI branded cleaning products though. 
It would have helped if the shampoo lid had been screwed on tight as 
there were bubbles everywhere. It all came out in the wash though! 

The next challenge was that ‘Car Care’ wanted a copy invoice for the 
replacement car and not from AXA saying the original car had been written 
off, as they obviously needed to know the value of the car. So I called AXA 
for the requested documents only to be told all they have is an invoice from 
Vizion. The first time I had heard of them, I assumed that they owned the 
Vehicle Replacement Network who sourced my replacement car. A copy of 
this invoice was duly received showing a value of £30,065. So I passed this 
onto Car Care who told me “no that is not the invoice they wanted”. So I 
get onto the Vehicle Replacement Network (Mark at the company seems 
like a long lost friend) and requested a copy of the invoice from Vines, 
only to be told they are not allowed to send those out. “OK” I said, “if I 
can’t transfer the policies you can add their value to the claim”.  Within 10 
minutes I had a scanned copy of the Vines invoice! Job Done.  I then passed 
this onto Car Care who within 30 minutes issued all the policies updated.  
Funny thing is they all said the same, as the ones they replaced as R33 EBJ is 
on my new car. Still, the VIN had changed on their paperwork.

A week later I received, by Royal Mail, a letter from Car Care saying as 
the policy started before the build date of the car they would have to 
put a note in my file. No other details have changed. Why? No idea.

650 miles later, and the car is still not run in. I have been up to Kings Lynn 
to celebrate Aaron Reeve’s (owner of Aaron Reeve Motorsport) wife’s 
birthday. It was a bit like a MINI CHALLENGE convention around the 
bar with drivers, pit crew and MINI CHALLENGE owners all there.  

A great run up to Norwich, waved at Snetterton as we passed by. The 
car just seems even more refined, it is just like driving a 3 series BMW 
until to you hit the bends. Just so much grip, tempting you to explore 
the limits. At my time of life, I don’t think I shall be going there though!

As an aside, I was browsing around the Mini Owners Group, as you do, 
and someone had put a picture of an 04 JCW and wanted to know how 
much it was worth. The frame is bent and the dealer wanted 400 to fix it. 
127k miles, full BMW service history. The dealer offered him £2,500 for 
the car. Pictures of the car show the number plate as 33 EJB with a Monte 
plate above it.  I guess you can imagine the number of people saying the 
plate is worth more than the car. I jumped in, as you do, and told them 
that 33 EJB is still on the original 1071 S at Gaydon. It just so happens that 
the car being talked about is a US spec R53 JCW car with the ‘Monte 40’ 
package on, a rare car with a full JCW build and special plates.

So what’s new in the world of Modern MINIS? 

According to my friends at Oxford, new for 2018 will be ‘refreshed’ 
models of MINI 3-Door Hatch, MINI 5-Door Hatch and MINI 
Convertible, which are going to be launched at MINI retailers across the 
UK on 17th March 2018. The ‘refreshed’ models will include a host of big 
and small changes including new technology cutting-edge connectivity, 
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standard-fit front and rear LED lights across the range and an advanced 
dual-clutch automatic gearbox, to name just some of these new features. 
More details on the complete spec of these new cars can be found on 
the MINI website but here are some of the main feature announcements.

Three new colours, including premiere for Piano Black Exterior

The range of body finishes available for the new MINI range includes 
three brand new colours, namely Emerald Grey metallic, Starlight 
Blue metallic and Solaris Orange metallic.

In addition, exterior options now include an additional means of 
customising the exterior design .With the Piano Black Exterior pack, 
the surrounds of the headlights, rear lights and radiator grille are 
finished in high-gloss black instead of chrome.

New leather trims, interior surfaces and colour lines

A broad selection of seat surfaces, interior surfaces and colour lines 
add a touch of individual style to the interior of the new MINI range. 

These include Chester leather trim in Malt Brown and a colour line 
now also available in Malt Brown.
 
New: 7-speed Steptronic transmission with double clutch with 
electronic selector lever

All new MINIs come with a precise six-speed manual gearbox as 
standard, but now 3-Door Hatch, 5-Door Hatch and Convertible 
models are now also available with a 7-speed Steptronic transmission 
with double clutch as an option.

Diverse range of engines

There are now five engine variants for UK customers to choose from 
for the new MINI 3-Door Hatch. See MINI website for full range of 
choices and spec.

New options: Refreshed Pepper and Chili packs now include 
rear PDC and MINI Logo projection as standard

For 2018, MINI has introduced new options and enhanced the 
equipment offered in the popular Pepper and Chili packs.

Pepper Pack adds extra content including 15-inch light alloy wheels, MINI 
Excitement Pack, leather steering wheel, rain sensor with automatic 
headlight activation and automatic air conditioning. A new addition to the 
Pepper Pack in 2018 is rear park distance control (PDC) ensuring that 
the MINI vehicles are easier than ever to park in and around town.

Chili Pack builds on the contents of the Pepper Pack, adding extras 
features including 17-inch light alloy wheels, cloth and leather 
upholstery, a sport steering wheel and a sport button to further 
enhance the driving experience.

The MINI Excitement Package, which is included in the Pepper and 
Chili packs for UK customers, now includes MINI logo projection on 
the driver's side. When the vehicle door is opened and closed, the 
new MINI logo is projected onto the ground in front of the door from 
a light source in the exterior mirror and can be seen there for 20 
seconds, or permanently if the door is left open.

Upgrade for MINI connected – MINI gets even smarter and 
more digitally advanced

From March 2018, all new MINI models will be available with in-built 
4G connectivity. The refreshed MINI Connected will allow drivers to 
access personalised services designed to make day-to-day mobility 
and planning even easier – and, in so doing, integrate their MINI 
seamlessly into their digital lives.

The first models to be made available with this new and extensive 
connectivity capability are the new MINI 3-Door Hatch, new MINI 
5-Door Hatch and new MINI Convertible. Existing features in the 
portfolio, such as Intelligent Emergency Call and Teleservices, will 
be joined by new services including the Concierge Service, Real-
TimeTraffic Information with navigation map updates and MINI Online.

David Young

The New Interior

The new rear lights

The NEW line up

The new badge

The new MINI Connected App, courtesy of MINI
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

  Bristol, Glos and  
  Somerset

Meeting 7.30pm on 
Thursday 8th March

Beefeater pub in Emersons Green, just off the M32, near 
J18/19 M4. Postcode: BS16 7AN  

David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire
(West)

TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall 3rd Thursday of each 
month at 7.30pm

The Wrey Arms, Bickington Road, Sticklepath, Barnstaple
EX31 2BX 01271 859360 www.thewreyarms.co.uk

Steve Bonny 01271 860328
s.bonny183@btinternet.com

  Dorset 2nd Wednesday of every 
month 8.00pm 

Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood Road, Avon, 
Christchurch. BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 07788 646800
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

TBA

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts 01248 811109
davidr61@hotmail.co.uk

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

George and Falcon at Warnford Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30pm

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

  Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Scotland Sunday 12th November 
At 11:00 am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Tuesday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Peter Hodges 07866 300122
peter_hodges@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Robert Clayson 01252 726618
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

  Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

The Warwickshire Region meeting venue is being sold so 
to avoid a wasted journey please send email to warks@
cliffdporter.co.uk  to confirm location of monthly 
meeting.  Thank you. Cliff Porter, Regional Organiser.

Cliff Porter 01386 840645 
warwick@cliffdporter.co.uk

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Yorkshire 3rd Tuesday at 8.00pm The Fox and Grapes Public House, York Road, LS15 4NJ, 
A64, Just off the A1

Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

POSITION

VACANT

VENUE 

CHANGE

NEW
VENUE

NEW
VENUE

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org



MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

Regional Coordinator - Richard Sign

Hello all,

By the time you read my report hopefully 
the snow from ‘the Beast from the 
East’ and storm Emma will be a distant 
memory. I am writing this hearing the 
wind and snow against my window. 

It is a year since I took on the role of 
Regional Co-ordinator for the Mini 
Cooper Register and I would like to 
thank all the regional contacts for your 

involvement in your regions and for your contributions in CooperWorld.

Firstly, I would like to announce that for those in the Devon and 
Cornwall region we have a new regional contact. Steve Bonny has 
offered to take over this role from Barry Elm. I thank Barry for 
his time in looking after the region over the past years. Steve is a 
keen Mini owner who joined the MCR at Beaulieu last year and 
has finished restoring his Rover Cooper recently. Steve is keen to 
develop the region and welcome members to The Wrey Arms, 
Sticklepath, Barnstaple EX31 2BX on the 3rd Thursday of each 
month at 7.30PM. 

The first meeting will be on the 19th April 2018.  Steve Bonny can be 
contacted on 01271 860328 or via email at: s.bonny183@btinternet.com
If you live in Devon or Cornwall come along to The Wrey and enjoy 
meeting and being involved with Mini and MINI enthusiasts.
Here is a link to The Wrey in Barnstaple. www.thewreyarms.co.uk.
We wish Steve success in our Devon and Cornwall region.

This last year has been an interesting one. We gained our Bristol 
Gloucester and Somerset region which has started up and become a 
success during the past year.

However, during my contact with some of the regional contacts, we have 
had one or two of them having to give up their roles for various reasons. 

In the last edition of CooperWorld Rod Chilcot stole the idea of using 
the ‘Your club needs you’ logo (only kidding Rod) but I am going to use it 
again here anyway! 

One of the roles which I feel is very valuable to the club is for 
regional contacts to welcome new members to the fold and 
encourage them to join in our activities, even if it just attending a 

meeting each month or two. We have CooperWorld which is one 
of the best car club magazines out there, but it is so much better if 
members also receive a welcome. Each month we provide contact 
details to our regional contacts to welcome our new members. 

During our last Committee meeting we discussed areas of the country 
where we have good numbers of members, but no actual regional 
contacts or activities in these areas. 

My plea therefore, is that if you live in the following areas and would 
like to take on the not onerous job of becoming a regional contact, 
then please do let me know. This role would entail welcoming new 
members in your region, arranging a monthly or bi-monthly meet, 
perhaps at a local watering hole. Any reports on your regional 
activities in CooperWorld would be appreciated. We are getting 
some great reports already from our active regions which make for 
good reading.
It is also good to gather like-minded Mini and MINI owners together at 
local or national events.

The areas where we need regional contacts are:
Peterborough, Norwich, Yorkshire (This is a large area so could be possibly 
split into manageable areas), Oxfordshire, Essex, Mid Wales, South Wales

Also any other area that would benefit from forming a new region.
Some of our regions have regular meeting places, but are without a 
designated person to contact.

Please contact me if you live in one of these areas and would like to be 
involved in building interest with club members. I can help with the role 
if you are interested in promoting your regions.
 
Richard Sign, Regional Co-ordinator  
regions@minicooper.org 

Bristol Gloucester and Somerset Region

February has passed quickly. I have visited a couple of BGS members and 
have seen some amazing cars and parts collections. I have also visited 
a local, internationally renowned, Mk1/2 Cooper S restorer who has a 
pretty full order book. So interest in early Minis remains as strong as ever.

I went to see a genuine 1974 Wood & Pickett Mini for sale. It had an 
amazing interior and a pretty much solid body, but sadly, had been 
repainted in a metallic blue over the original Tweed grey and, had a 
Mini Metro engine fitted rather than the expected Mk3 S or an early 
1275GT lump. For a shade under £10k, I personally thought the owner’s 
valuation was a little on the high side.

Shepton Mallet hosted another classic car show however; the event had 
pretty negative feedback from those who attended. 

Members have been sending me interesting events; so far the BGS 
events diary looks like this: 

• 10th June - MCR’s National Mini Day, Beaulieu
• 16th 17th June - Bristol Classic Car Show, Shepton Mallet
• 7th July - Blackmore Vale Revival, near Wincanton
• 15th - 16th July – Classic Car Show, Sherborne Castle
• 3rd - 5th August – Under the Mini Moon, Burnham-on-Sea
• 19th August – Classic Car Festival, Tewkesbury

REGIONAL REPORTS
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• 25th - 27th August - The Big Sheep Mini Show/Small Cars with Big 
Hearts, Bideford

Please have a look at your diaries and pencil in the above dates - I will 
need members and their cars for BGS stands at the above events, 
contact me for further details.

That’s it from me.
 
David Dangerfield

Devon & Cornwall Region

I would like to introduce myself as I have taken over from Barry Elm as 
the Devon & Cornwall region co-ordinator. I have arranged our region 
meeting place at:

The Wrey Arms, Bickington Road, Sticklepath, Barnstaple EX31 
2BX. Regular meetings will be held on the 3rd Thursday in the 
month at 7.30 pm.

The pub has a large car park so there should be no problems with 
parking and the landlord is keen for us to have our meetings there.

I look forward to our first meeting on April 19th at 7.30pm and to meet 
as many members as possible.

If you need to contact me in the meantime, then my contact details are 
below and I would very much welcome hearing from you.

Steve Bonny
01271 860328
s.bonny183@btinternet.com

Dorset Region

On February 14th, the Dorset Region held its eagerly anticipated 
Mini quiz night at the Tyrell’s Ford Country Hotel. I put together 15 
questions with a maximum of 25 points and the aim was to have light 
hearted questions about events, results and celebrities connected to 
the history of the Mini. When I first floated the idea, I did promise 
that there would be no questions on part numbers, paint codes or 
technical questions.

The winning team who called themselves ‘That Lot’ consisted of Frank 
and Stella Willis, Alan Booth, Roger Wall and Judy Spratley, who is quite 
happy to admit that her total knowledge of Minis is that I own a red one 
and a green one! They romped away with 1st place with a staggering 
total of 23. Stella proved to be the dark horse, rattling down the 
answers as fast as she could write!

In 2nd place came ‘The Experts’ with a not too shabby 19 points. The 
team consisted of Malcolm Francis, Owen and Jill Tyson and Martin 
Charles, who after a few questions announced that he was losing the 
will to live, but kept giving more than useful input to their score.

In 3rd place with a reasonable 12 points were ‘The Super Coopers’ 
team. Their members were Adrian and Val Mitchell and Everett and 
Vicky Jones. Everett was slightly disappointed that there were no 
questions on the size and availability of Works long range fuel tanks.
Prizes of chocolates and Mini related books were handed out to the top 
2 teams. I felt that a good time was had by all.

The next event for our region is our road trip to the Haynes Motor 
Museum on April 22nd. We will also have a club stand at the Downton 
Classic Car Show on May 5th.

Nick Stansmore

Hampshire Region

The Hampshire region has moved venue and we are now going to hold 
our regional meetings at the Queens Head in Fishers Pond (post code 
SO50 7HF) which is located just off the B3354, on the road from Fair 
Oak to Colden Common. This is the pub at the traffic lights, which if 
coming from fair Oak is just before Fishers Pond. 

This pub offers us more room than the previous venue with a good 
range of beer and food all at a good price. There is plenty of parking at 
the side and back of the pub.  

Our meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of each month and so our 
next meeting will be on the 19th April.  I hope to see all the regulars and of 
course any other Hampshire members who fancy coming along for chat.

Tony Salter

Herts & North London Region

A Misspent life in motorsport - An evening with Stuart Turner

As mentioned in last month’s edition, Herts and North London Region 
are hosting an evening with the club’s honorary member Stuart Turner. 
Reading his CV, this promises to be a very entertaining evening and so 
we extend a warm welcome to all members and friends.
There will be a retiring collection and all donations will go to the charity 
Race Against Dementia, the one started by his friend Sir Jackie Stewart.

The date for your dairy is Wednesday the 9th May, starting at 8pm. 
Our venue is The United Reformed Church, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar, 
Herts, EN6 1BZ. There is limited parking in the church car park. If it is 
full, please do not double park as others are using the church premises 
that evening. Parking in nearby residential roads can be found, subject 
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to restrictions, particularly in Mount Grace Road, from where there is a 
footpath by the bend to the church.

To help us arrange seating, teas, etc. Can you please enter your details 
at:  9may2018-stuart-turner.eventbrite.co.uk. Thanks.

Regional contacts:

Rod Chilcot tel no. 01707 650107 and Neil Burgess mobile no. 
07971972185.

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Kent Region 

Hi from Kent! 

Our Mk2 S is up and running again after eating its own flywheel the week 
before Minis to Ireland. Thanks to Bill Richards for his work and expertise, 
and after a couple of days in his workshop all was sorted for what was 
a reasonable fee. The car required a new flywheel, starter, clutch and 
a good tune up, and so all the horses now present and correct. So I am 
really looking forward to using the car at this year’s summer events!

I am also really looking forward to our Breakfast Run for Drive it Day, which 
is due to take place on the 22nd April. The entry fee for the run including 
run pack and rally plate will be £10 per car. We have only a couple of spaces 
left. You can purchase breakfast on arriving at the meeting Café if you wish.

The Ham Sandwich Run is taking place on the 19th August this year and 
the entry fee will be £30 per car which includes; the entrance fee for 
both the driver and navigator to the attraction, run packs and entry gift. 
You can reserve your space on the run now because as in the last couple 
of years, spaces will be limited to 40 cars. Registration for both events is 
now open so please email me for further details.

The Kent Region’s events list for 2018 is below and please contact us if 
you would like to attend any of these events. We do need to hear from 
you ASAP for Bearsted, Darling buds and for the Deal show as we need 
to pre-purchase tickets and spaces will be limited on the stand. 

Kent Events List 2018

Breakfast Run. 22nd April – Airport Café Start
Deal RNLI Classic Car Show, 26th May, Deal.
MCR National Mini Day, 10th June, Beaulieu. 
Darling Buds of May Classic Car Show, 1st July. Bethersden
Bearsted Green Classic, 29th July, Bearsted Nr Maidstone.
Brands Hatch Mini Festival 25th-26th August, Brands Hatch Circuit.
Ham Sandwich Run, 19th August, Ashford.
Oh So Retro, September, 30th September, Margate. 

Venue for Monthly Meetings
Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, Kent 
ME17 4JD

The second Wednesday of each month. The April meeting will be the 
11th. See you there!

Join the Facebook Group for Kent at http://www.facebook.com/
groups/472768396103194/

All the best!

Justin & Annmarie Ridyard
Tel: 01304 330715
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs Region

Our regular meeting on February 5th featured the annual Scalextric Race 
Night, which this year had the added optional feature of a ‘Pie in a box’. 
George, the Landlord, is famous for his pies and offered us a choice of 
individual pies with peas and gravy, which was served at 9.00pm. There 
were two challenges this year! The first was evident when I arrived at 
the George and Dragon early afternoon in order to build the track, and 
that was the lack of rectangular tables compared to previous years. This 
meant that the track layout was distinctly serpentine, and lacked any long 
straights. It turned out that this produced a very technical figure of eight 
layout that punished mistakes quite severely, but still had a lap time of 
around 9 seconds. The second challenge was to stop last year’s champion, 
George (there are too many George’s in this!) Martin from making it a 
clean sweep of 4 wins in a row. This was partly successful as he didn’t win 
the Sprint Challenge this year but in the races, despite a 10% handicap 
being applied in the first round, he overcame this to win the Race of 
Champions again. A twenty percent handicap next year perhaps?

Other than a break for the pies, the format was the same as had been used in 
previous years, with knockout races of 8 competitors in the first round, going 
on to each race producing a Champion. The winners then went forward 
into the Race of Champions at the end of the evening to find the overall 
Champion. There were two F56 MINI Cooper S cars for the racing, one of 
which was new for this year and eliminated questions about the cars being 
unequal. To help get through all the races during the evening, they were all 10 
laps (except for George Martin!) with the Race of Champions final being run 
over the best of three 10 lap races. 

REGIONAL REPORTS

Our Mk2 S at St Augustine’s Abbey ruins just 
outside Dover on a cold February evening

The twisty track for 2018!

The two F56 Cooper S JCW racers
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The Sprint format was three laps with the fastest lap to count for the 
time. A rule which was strictly applied was the car had to stay in the slot 
after the three laps were recorded. If it came out a 5 second penalty 
was applied to the fastest lap time. This caught out a few drivers, but 
was necessary to prevent damage to the car, which was used by all 
the entrants. All runs used the same lane. The winner was local Reliant 
Scimitar racer, Phil Otley who recorded a time of 8.3 seconds beating 
George and MCR member Colin Armit by 0.2 seconds.

Moving on now too hopefully, warmer weather than the icy snow outside 
as I write these notes, the calendar of events is starting to take shape.

Monday 2nd April. Regular club night, which will be a natter night, but 
hopefully we will start to see some interesting cars being woken from 
their winter slumbers.

Sunday 22nd April Drive it Day. We will be having a scenic route 
from Stone to Denstone Hall Farm where a Sunday Lunch awaits. 
There will also be an opportunity for some retail therapy there, before 
returning using a slightly longer scenic route. There will not be an entry 
fee for the scenic route and, subject to confirmation, the Sunday lunch 
will be around £13.00 per head for two courses. Denstone Hall Farm 
has been highly recommended by Ian Potter and Nick Hunter.

Looking further ahead, the Summer Tour is likely to be held on 
Saturday August 4th, and will feature a 150 mile, or thereabouts route 
in the Staffordshire Moorlands and the Derbyshire Peak District. The 
entry fee will include breakfast, morning coffee, light lunch and afternoon 
tea for two people, as well as the rally plate and the detailed road book. I 
need to check for clashes with a few other events, but the date seems to 
miss the major classic car race and hillclimb meeting. More details soon.

Just to finish off the year, the Christmas Dinner will be on Monday 
December 7th. 

Before I go, I must mention a special event Don Mitchell is organising at his 
home. This will be a classic car day on Sunday 27th May, Don would like 
to fundraise for the Katherine House Hospice at Home Team, who looked 
after his wife Kathy so wonderfully last year. Contact Don on the following 
dedicated email address: katherineclassic4@gmail.com ) for more information 
and to book your place at this special event for a very special cause.

The Mid Staffs Region meets at the George and Dragon, Meaford Road, 
Stone, ST15 0PX on the first Monday of each month from 7.30pm onwards.
 
Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Suffolk Region

We were delighted to have Tony Rutt at our February meeting as 
guest speaker. The evening was organised by Trevor Bougoud who 
has a garage business in Clacton. Trevor was at the Stoneleigh Show 
last year looking for any history on his 1960s 1275 which he knew 
had been raced. Fortuitously, he came across programmes from the 
60s which showed that Tony Rutt owned and raced his 1275 in that 

period and that it had originally been in the Speedwell/Graham Hill 
stable. All of this led to Trevor searching for more history, tracing 
Tony Rutt, to would you believe lives in Ipswich, Suffolk. Tony gave 
a splendid talk, after we had all tucked into an excellent serving of 
Cherry Tree, Fish & Chips.

Tony had started racing in the 1957/58 season in an A35, later being 
one of the first to recognise the potential of the Mini; he then started 
racing 850 Minis. Tony was attributed with being the first to have a 
Mini wheel spin under hard corning, which later meant a revised steel 
wheel was fitted on all production Minis. Later Tony raced his favourite 
the 1275 S for which he was able to get replacement spares from BMC, 
e.g. a Works gearbox for instance, and all gratis! Tony raced in the 
B.A.R.C. and B.R.S.C.C with his highest finish for the racing season 
being 3rd. An amazing achievement considering he was racing against 
the Works backed teams at the time. Tony retired from racing in 1965 
to run the family business. 

Trevor has recently commissioned a painting of Tony racing the 1275 in 
the Easter 1963 St Mary’s race at Goodwood, along with drivers such 
as Sir John Whitmore, Roy Salvadori, Christabel Carlisle, and Paddy 
Hopkirk. The photo here is of Trevor presenting a print of the painting 
to Tony which was well received, and it’s going in Tony’s lounge. 

Many thanks to Tony for coming along and sharing his memories, and 
to Trevor for organising the evening. I am pleased to say Tony has 
accepted an invitation to our Christmas Dinner and is also welcome at 
any of our meetings. As a footnote Trevor is on a mission to restore the 
1275 to its former glory.

2018 dates for your diary:

March 6th Club meeting, Cherry Tree Woodbridge
April 7th Classic Cars White Lion Ufford
May 6th Ipswich to Felixstowe car Run and Display.
June 10th MCR Beaulieu
        24th Sizewell Classics
Aug 5th Hellmingham Classic and Sport Cars
       12th Alde Valley Classics Stratsford St Andrew
       19th Classics at Stoneham Barns
        26th Thorpness Classics
Sept 2nd Classics by the Lake Bury St Edmunds

More to follow when available.

Ian MacPherson

MINI Cooper S used for the Sprint Series

Trevor (left) presenting print to Tony Rutt
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FOR SALE AND WANTED

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to register 
vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number (V.I.N.) and/
or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the police to inspect cars 
without either one of these identification numbers. Members and 
readers are advised to be cautious before purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose 
a cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do 
so will result in the advert being returned unpublished. 
Cheques should be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977.  
All traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) and/or 
chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must be in written 
form only please and addressed to the magazine editor. This includes 
instructions for repeat insertions and/or advert amendments.

WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Cars for sale

1980 1275 GT Restored and modified with custom trim. Jonspeed 1310cc engine.
Britax folding roof, Wood & Pickett arches. Ultralite wheels, smooth rides adjust 
rides. Featured in MiniWorld Magazine Sept 2005. Award winner, original logbook. 
Now on SORN hence £14,500. Phone Ron on Tel: 01243 844180. West Sussex

Austin Cooper Mk2 1968 Freg. Island blue with Snowberry white roof. Full body and 
mechanical restoration with photos.New wings, front panel, A-panels, inner/outer sills, 
front floor wells, part boot floor. Standard bore D-top engine rebuilt as well as just 
re-built gearbox on 3.44 diff. Both subframes stripped and still on hydrolastic, S-brakes, 
new interior and carpets. Expensive re-spray throughout and properly assembled. Not 
cheap but quality. £24,000. Tel; 07903 948711 Steve Burkinshaw Herts

A genuine 1968 Ex BMC factory Works Mini 
Clubman 1275 GT with comprehensive history 
portfolio including: RAC M.S.A. Rally Special 
Stage Vehicle Logbook, Homologation papers, 
(Oct1970 & Dec1984) Route books, Top Gear 
video, receipts, Motoring News reports, Car 
Magazine, Rallysport, Mighty Minis by Chris 
Harvey, Car and Car Conversions.

The car was originally built in 1968 to support 
the Duckhams Road Race Series and driven 
by well known drivers at the time. It was then 
road registered in 1972 and sold to a private 
buyer changing hands three times. In 1983 
it was purchased by Mike Smith, who had 
previously competed in this car, with a view 
to using the car for racing but then he decided 
to undertake a rebuild to rally specification 
to compete in the European Championship 
Tarmac Rallies in the South of France.

Further owners who rallied the car include Jeremy Coulter and it appeared on the 
Telford Rally as a camera car for the TV programme Top Gear. The car has not been 
used since 2003and so has no current MOT but has been dry stored. Engine turns 
over and the car is generally in good condition. There are no replacement body panels 
with the exception of the driver’s floor footwell. Open to a sensible and agreeable 
offer. Viewing welcome but no time wasters please. Genuine reason for sale due to 
current health issues. Email:bryanpurves1@gmail.com. Tel: 01892 770502 evenings.

Parts for sale

Complete 9 piece red Veltone carpet sets 
with sound proof backing.  
For Mini MKI, Cooper and Cooper S. Each 
set has a MKI heel mat attached and comes 
with floor clips plus separate black pads for 
underneath the seats. Also complete 9 piece 
black Veltone carpet sets with slightly thinner 
soundproofing. For MKII Cooper and Cooper 
S with MKII heel mat attached floor clips plus 
separate black pads for underneath the seats.

I also have rubber toe mats that stop your foot 
wearing out the carpet near the accelerator, plus 
MKI and MKII rubber heel mats that are sold 
separately to the 9 piece sets.

For any further information or to receive a 
sample please email: downtonbos@yahoo.
co.uk or tel: 01970 617010 or BAS on 01633 
873664.  I am willing to ship worldwide.
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Parts Wanted

Original Knock off/on wheel assemblies wanted as pictured in Robert Young’s 
Ex-Works column in this issue of CooperWorld. Preferably three to make a 
complete set or a complete set of four. Will also consider remade ones as I 
know this is a big ask. Please contact Paul Sulma Tel: 0208 898 9476 or email 
editor@minicooper.org.
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
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LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR
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CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
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RUST-FREE MINI
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a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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